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CAPITALISM IS THE ENEMY 
OF WORKING WOMEN: 

It Must Be Destroyed 
(CONTRIBUTED) 

WE DEMAND A DOCTOR ON NITE SHIFT 
AT THE GM LINDEN PLANT - NO MORE 
EXCUSES! 

General Motors Corporation who gross 
hi II ions of dollars yearly from the labor of 
these 5,000 workers claill) they cannot get 
a doctor on the nite shift to ensure the 
hea Ith and safety of the workers. 

If they can force 5,000 workers to work on 
those assembly lines making those cars, 
killing themselves daily in those unhealthy 
wretched conditions along with the forced 
overtime, then why can't they get a doctor 
on nite shift to protect the nite shift workers. 

WHO DOES THE UNION REPRESENT? 

Workers should come out to the union 
meetings that are held on the last Sunday 
of each month at the union hall and watch 
"Perez and the gang" go through their 
antics of "let's hurry up and have this 
meeting - and you workers please don't 
raise any problems because we don't want 
to deal with problems" routine. These 
trade union bureaucrats need to be exposed 
because they do not represent us workers, 
but are a sick appendage of !!tis profit . 
making General Motors Corp., these few 
capitalist who own and control the means 
of making cars while the masses of workers 
are being robbed of our labor, livelihood and 
lives. 

For those of you who don't believe this 
and those who do, check out these detailed 
facts: A female worker comes to the union 
meeting and asks the officials what are they 
doing about the harrassment of workers and 
the discrimination against female workers. 
This worker and others have been harrassed 
and have been lighting it, by all rights she 
should raise it on the union floor without 
retaliation. But this is not the case! Two 
days later she finds herself confronted by 
management who tries to bully her, asking, 
"What's her problem?" Is this the union's 
answer to conscious lighting workers? She 
was called into a meeting w!!fl__ mana~t 
and the union, this only serves the company's 
interest by isolating the worker and set her 
up for further harrassment. Maybe they 
lig11red since this was a young black female 

worker they could scare her and make her stop 
complaining about the unjust, unsafe, stulti
fying working conditions that we are forced 
to go for. IS THIS YOUR ANSWER MR. SHOP 
CHAIRMAN? Well, it's the WRONG ANSWER 
AND WORKERS WILL NOT GO FOR IT. 
Workers all over the plant are having pr~h
lems. Female workers are confronted with 
these problems daily along with the male 
chauvinism and the bad attitudes of men 
who say "women should not ~e working 
heie". Women are part of the productive 
forces and should participate in social 
production. 

In capitalist society, working class women 
are doubly oppressed, exploited as workers 
under capitalism, and as women there is a 
distinct exploitation! chauvinism and oppres
sion. Capitalism uti izes women as a reserve 
labor force. Depending upon the nature of 
the capitalist crises, this reserve can be 
added in greater numbers to the work force 
or subtracted. For example, during imperi
alist wars when working men are sent off 
to fight wars of imperialist expansion and 
aggression, many women are pulled off the 
household shelves and called into capita
list production, such as armaments, cloth
ing, etc. After the fighting stops, these 
women are forced back into the kitchens 
and nurseries. The way capitalism uses 
women, as a labor reserve, has the effect 
of depressing wages for the whole working 
class. Third World women suffer a triple· 
oppression; they are oppressed as workers, 
and as members of an oppressed nationa-

STOP EXPLOITING AND DISCRIMINATING 
AGAINST WOMEN WORKERS!!! 

The "Women's Lib" movement is not the 
answer. They and the bourgeois feminists 
are struggling to make a place for petty 
bourgeois women in capitalist society, and, 
necessarily, only for a few petty bourgeois 
(middleclass) women, who can be well 
shown off tokens, who are suppose to give 
the illusion of real democracy. But there 
is no democracy under capitalism for the 
ma.'.iseS, only the illusion of it, to trick 
workers so as to squash the revolutionary 
fijlting capacity of the workers movement 
which is seeking to control its own lives, 

cont. pg 9 

LONG LIVE INTERNATIONAL 
WORKING WOMEN'S DAY~ 

Black 

We must uriderstand very clearly that there 
will be no end to police brutality, no end to 
all the horrors of racism and national oppres
sion, until the system of monopoly capitalism 

Each February is Black History month, 
and this should be a good thing, in that it 
should make us focus for a time on really. 
getting a better understanding of the 
history of black people generally, and 
especially of the history of the Afro-Ameri
can people. Those of us who are descen
dants of the African slaves brought to the 
West in the slave ships of rising capitalism, 
have known from the beginning, unlike many 
immigrants to the United States, that the 
streets were not paved with gold, but with 
blood .... much of it ours. 

Black History month should make us more 
than casually inquire into the dynamic and 
heroic history of the Afro-American people, 
and struggle to gel a firmer grasp of it. 
Because if you can be lied to about your own 
history, you can certainly be lied to about 
the history of the world. And if you can be 
lied to about history, you can be lied to 
even about the nature of the present, and 
have a totall distorted picture of how the 

International Working Women's Day was 
celebrated by revolutionaries and broad 
masses of people from coast lo coast in 
the USA, and around the world. March 8 
is IWWD, a great day of celebration and 
commemoration ol the heroic struggles of 
working class and other -oppressed \'ilmen 
against imperialism, colonialism. neo
colonialism, racism and zionism through
out the world. 

Originally, IWWD was born out of the 
militant struggles of the U.S. workers' 
movement, which rapidly grew in its in
tensity in the 19th and 20th centuries. 
On March 8, 1857 women from the New 
York's garment district on the Lower 
East Side marched together in the streets 
against the criminal working conditions 
under the yoke of U.S. capitalism. They 
demonstrated against such evils as bad 
working conditions, long brutal work hours, 

cont. pg 11 

is destroyed. Because monopoly capitalism 
is the economic base and root of our oppres
sion. 

world itself functions. 
The Afro-American people were sold into 

slavery by the feudalistic rulers of Africa, 
where there were classes and class struggle. 
The European slave traders didn't just run in 
to Africa and run out, Roots style, and rip off 
the helpless savages. In fact, black flesh 
was a highly paid commodity, that a corrupt 
African ruling class profited by selling, 
until there were so ·much of the productive 
forces of Africa traded away; that the great 
empires of the African coast began to de
cline, and finally were humbled before the 
rising might of capitalist industrial Europe. 

The majority of whites in the United 
States also arrived here in bondage, as 
indentured servants, debtors, prisoners of 
the oppressive English and European 
society of the era. Bui very quickly the 
new US ruling class found out that to have 
black and while slaves is to have black 
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* INHRffilONil\ 
suffer the most from oppression and 
exploitation and are therefore the most 
resolute and dauntless in struggle. 
Relentless enslavement and plunder 
by imperialism and colonialism brought 
them economic backwardness and 
poverty and they had to fight to survive. 
Today they are still subjected to imperial· 
isl and especially superpower, explo1· 

strenglh and international prestige 
has brought about a fundamenta I change 
in the global balance of forces. 
There has been a steady increase in lhe 
proportion of the developing countries' 
Gross Naliona I Product and export 
trade in the world's total. The oil 
produced by the Organization of Petro
leum Exporting Countries accounts for 
over 50 percent of the world's output, 
and over 90 percent of the world's 
exports. The Third World controls 86 
percent of the world's rubber output 
and 93 percent of its exports, 59 pe,cent 
of mercury exports, 71 percent of 
bauxite output and 80 percent of its 
exports, and 55 percent of iron output 
and 65 percent of its exports. The 
growing economic, political and military 
strength of the Third World countries 
put them in a better position at inter
national . meetings and negotiations. 
The Third World has stood up and its 
voi_ce is to be listened to. II carries 
we1dJI in all domains, of world affairs. 

The 

~lOSSAJIY 

Role of the Third WO r Id talion and dominatfon, being victims 
of unequal trade and bearing the burdens 
of economic crises shifted onto them. 

How lo appraise the historic role 
being played by the Third World coun
tries and people in the struggle 
against imperialism, colonialism, and 
hegemonism is a question that naturally 
arises when people review the revolutionary 
situation in the world in !he outgoing 
year. 

Practice is the only criterion of 
truth. A host of facts testify to the 
truth that the Third World is, indeed, 
the main force cornbatting imperialism, 
colonialism, and hegemonism and the 
decisive force propelling the advance of 
world history. 

During the year, the imperialists, 
particularly the two superpowers, launch· 
ed a series of counterattacks to sabotage 
any attempts for changes in international 
relations. They conspired lo obstruct the 
raising of oil prices and split the Organ
ization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) in a vain attempt lo seize back 
the monopoly in oil pricing. They set 
obstacles lo delay an overall settlement 
of the question concerning raw materials to 
protect lheir prerogatives in the world 
economic field. Al the same. time they 
redoubled their political and military 
efforts al expansion and aggression 
against developing countries. That par
ticular superpower hidden under the 
cloak of "socialism" is all the more 
evi I-minded and pernicious. II sent 
mercenaries lo invade a sovereign 
country, instigated a reactionary coup, 
to subvert a legitimate government and 
even stirred up conflicts to make 
capital for itself out of strife between 
other countries. All this evil.<foing posed 
a serious menace lo many developing 
countries and threatened the national 
survival of some of the countries which 
have won independence. 

In the face of the stern reality, the 
Tbird World countries rose to take 
courageous actions lo push the anti
hegemony struggle ahead. The OPEC 
slates unanimousli decided lo abolish 
the two-tiered price system and return 
to the single price system from July I, 
thus holding firm to the right to fix 
export oi I prices. The forceful argument 
of the raw material producers based on 
principles compelled the United Stales 
to agree to the establishment of a 
collective fund aimed at f~cili~tiog 
the ·•erall settlement of commodities. 

Most praiseworthy is that the Third 
World countries' struggle being waged 
on an unprecedented scale against 
aggression, intervention and subversion 
has advanced the struggle in defense of 
national independence and state sover
eignty to a new hid!. Th• Sudanese 
government revoked contracts signed 
with Moscow, and expelled Soviet 
military advisers and embassy personnel. 
Nol long ago, lhe Somali government 
abrogated the Somali-Soviet Treaty of 
Fr1endsh1p and Cooperation dismantled 
Soviet military installation~, expelled 
all Soviet experts, military and civilian, 
and cut !he number of Soviet embassy 
staff. These actions, which followed 
one another closely, demonstrated the 
growing awareness of the African people 
and the new development of the anti
hegemony struggle. 

The victories of Zaire, Sudan, and 
Somalia have encouraged other peoples 
and countries of !he Third World. The 
First Afro-Arab Summit Conference held 
last March adopted a Cairo declaration 
stressing sovereignly, territorial integrity, 
and political independence and equality 
among all countries and their permanent 
sovereignty over their natural resources. 
The 14th Summit Conference of the 
Organization of African Unity held in 
July adopted a resolution on comballing 
outside interference and approved a 
cpnvention on the ~revention. and 
suppression of merc_enar1s_m, setting the 
fight against outside interference as 
the common goa I of the struggle of 
African countries and their concerted 
action. The Third Summit of the Economic 
Community of West Africa (CEAO) held 
in June declared in its communique that 
"The principal need of all !lie states, 
or the indispensible condition of their 

development, is security." On this 
basis, 1t1e CEAO member sfates signed 
an Agreement 011 Mutual Non-Aggression 
and Mutual Assistance. This marked 
a new stage in CEAO relations which 
had developed from economic cooperation 
lo political and military assistance in 

Therefore they can ne ilher progress nor 
develop unless they fight! All this 
places them in the van of the ~truggle 
against imperialism, colonialism, and 
hegemonism. 

Secondly, the Third World countries and 

Fourthly, the Third World countries 
~·assess huge quantities of raw materials 
which. can be used as a powerful and 
effective weapon against the super-
powers. Facts have proved that it is 
not the Third World which depends on 
the_ superpowers, bu! the superpowers 
which cannot do without the Third 

World. UN statistics show that 41.3 
percent of !he primary goods imported 
by !he imperialist countries in 1963 
came from the Third World and !his 
percen~ge was raised lo 55.6 in 1974. 
Fuel imports rose from 60.2 percent 
to 78.2 percent. The United Stales 
which was self-sufficient in petroleu~ 
and a met.al exporter in lhe 1950's, 
has become a fuel and metal importing 
country. Nearly half the oil consumed 
in !he United States this year was 
imported. As for the Soviet Union, the 
minerals ii imports from the developing 
countries account for 65 percent of 
its total such mineral imports, and 
for agricultural raw materials they 
account for 55 percent. In the course 
of struggle, the developing countries 
have come lo see in raw materials 

Superpowers out of Africa! People of Somalia particular !hey have seen thru the Trojan Horse an effective weapon against the super-
have learned thru experience, the danger of tactics of the USSR & its running dogs. powers, and the successful use of this 

~ lhe~ U;.;S~SR~ an~d_t,..he,_U;;.S~m ... th ... e~h;,,;o,..rn,..o ... f ,;.;A.;,;.fr;.;ic.;.;a·;.,;1;.;.n ______ ..,,.. _____ ,........,,...... weapon has enabled them to seize the 
dealing with aggression from outside by people have closed their ranks and enhanced initiative in struggle and win repealed 
relying on their collective force. their alliance in struggle emerging as victories. 
Leaders of seven South American a powerful revolutionary force in the II is worth noting that in the present-
countries including Peru and Venezuela world. They have come to understand day world, there is sti ll a handful of 
often met lo discuss ways for resistance that a country is too weak by itself to diehards who are stubbornly opposed 
against· pressures from big powers in deal with imperialism, especially the to the Third World , holding it in 
defense of state sovereignty and superpowers, and so they must rely abhorrance and contempt. The superpower 
common security. The second summit on collective force and common efforts. which passes itself off as the " natural 
of the Association of Southeast Asian They unremittingly work for the consol· ally" of the Third World has advanced 
Nations expressed determination to idation of specialized and regional the fallacy that in view of the "divers· 
reject all forms of foreign interference organizations, and for broader cooperation ified societies" of the Third World, it 
and continue to work for turning the zone and joint actions. Their prestige has cannot be said in general terms that 
into one of peace, freedom, and neutral- thus been greatly augmented and their the Third World is revolutionary and 
ity. struggle been made doubly effective. still less can ii be considered the main 

The people have learnt and kept Today, settlement of any major inter- force of the world revolution. It is 
advancing in the course of struggle. national issues is inconceivable only too obvious that this superpower 
Facts fn the last" year have proved why without the participation of the Third aims at negating the Third World's 
the Third World is the main force in World countries. revolutionary nature and its role as 
the fidit against hegemonism: Thirdly, the steady rise cont. pg 3 

First, the Third World countries World's economic, political 

The Kampuchean people, under the leadership 
of the Communist Party of Kampuchea, have 
inspired the world with its victory over 

US imperialism and its running dais in Kam
pu~ea. Today they are building socialism. 
Then successes are even more inspirini, as 

they defeat plot alter plot by the Superpowers 
to lake away their hard won independence. 
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REVOLUTIONARY 

MOTION!! 
COUNTRIES WANT INDEPENDENCE, 

NATIONS WANT LIBERATION 
PEOPLE WANT REVOLUTION! 

KAMPUCHEAN-VlETNAM CONFLICT 
Recently the international bourgeois 

press went all out to tell the world of the' 
Vietnam-Kampuchean border conflict and 
while telling the world spreading as many 
lies, distortions and outright wishful think
ing as they can. What the U.S. imperia -
lists and USSR social-imperialists work 
and hope for is that fighting among the two 
socialist countries escalates, which will give 
them a chance to increase their interference
either under the guise of being " concerned" 
or the "natural ally" . Both tricks will be 
exposed and defeated by the peoples of both 
countries, and the rest of the world's people. 

In our view, true socialist countries, in 
their foreii,i policies must uphold and prac
tice trying to develop relations of friendship, 
mutual assistance, cooperation among other 
socialist countries based on Marxism
Leninism. This also includes having ne
gotiations over border disputes with all 
participating parties having equal status. 
Territorial intervention, intervening in other 
countries internal affairs and making demands 
for unequal negotiations does not lead to 
peace and must not be tolerated. 

The same heroic struggle and vigilance 
that Vietnam and Kampuchea showed the 
world as they defeated the bloody beast 
US imperialism in Southeast Asia, driving 
them out the front door, must surely be 
focused on stopping the lean, hungry, and 
more aggressive USSR. Using the banner 
of "socialism" the USSR is fomenting wars 
between socialist countries and using force 
to get Kampuchea into the so-called 
"Indochina Federation". The USSR be
trayed the liberation war of Kampuchea all 
along and today it tries to undermine 
Kampuchea's national independence. This 
bloody war is more convincing evidence 
that Soviet social imperialism is the main 
danger to the liberation and independence 
of the Third World. 
OPPOSE MASS EXTERMINATION IN 

ETHIOPIA 
A bloody 01gy of mass killings is taking 

place in Ethiopia. The facist military 
regime, backed by Soviet Social Imperialism, 
has unleased a campaign of terror specially 
in Addis Ababa. 

According to conservative western press 
estimates, at least 1,000 people have been 
brutally killed since December alone. (New 
York Times, Feb. 11) This savage t11m
paign of slaughter has been directed prima
rily against members and sympathizers of 
the Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Party 
(EPRP). Clusters of bodies of children as 
young as 10 litter the streets of Addis IV>aba. 
Surprise searches into private homes, with
out warrants and without any due regard for 
human liberties, have become common. These 
searches are often followed by indiscriminate 
shootings, killings and arrests. Soviet, Cu
ban and East German mercenaries coordinate 
and direct the infamous Free to kill cam
paigns. 

The independence of our country has been 
bargained for one billion worth of Soviet arms 
and mercenaries. Already there are between 
6,000 to 8,000 forei&,1 troops in Ethiopia of 
which the 3,000 Cuban mercenaries comprise 

the largest majority. And aboot 6,000 more 
are reported to be on their way. 

Under the auspices of the so called secret 
strategic command, controlled by the Soviet 
Union, Soviet arms and mercenaries are being 
used for the fascist regime's acts of genocide 
in Ogaden and Eritrea. In the Ogaden, at 
least 3,000 people have been decimated from 
aerial bombardment during the last few weeks 
alone. Ethiopian Somalis who are waging a 
just struggle against national oppression, 
such savagery will undoubtedly cause a tem
porary set back, but it will never extinguish 
the struggle. 

In Eritrea, whole villages and towns have 
been napalmed and razed to the ground and 
Soviet ships have been repeatedly bombard
ing Massawa. The liberation forces are 
heroically dealing telling blows to the 
fascist regime. 

What is going on in Ethiopia clearly reveals 
the naked ambitions of Soviet Social Imperia
lism. II reveals the naked imperialist and 
cr!minal nature of the Soviet Union, which 
would stop at nothing in its contention with 
U.S. imperialism for world domination. 

But this ambition will come to no good. II 
will come to no good end for our people, and 
the rest of the people in the region, are 
heroically fighting back. 

The Ethiopian fascist junta is preparing 
for yet another large scale "all out offen
sive" in Eritrea to drown the Eritrean 
people in blood, this time with the support 
of thousands of Cuban combat troops, 
several Soviet war ships and large quanti
ties of sophisticated Soviet weapons. Re
cently as world public opinion focused on 
the war in the Ogaden the junta has been 
busy preparing for a dangerous large scale 
war operation in Eritrea. Towards this end, 
the junta has flown thousands of troops and 
large quantities of Soviet weapons into our 
country's c~pital, Asmara. 

More than 2,000 Cuban troops have also 
arrived in Asmara to actively take part in 
the junta's counter-revolutionary genocidal 
war against the Eritrean people. The junta's 
troops in Asmara are now demoralized and 
have lost the will to fight and are deserting 
to the EPLF en masse; the Cuban troops 
have taken charge of all military directives, 
operating the sophisticated Soviet weapons, 
the tanks, heavy artillery and Mig fighters 
and are participating in combat. 

Moreover, several Soviet war ships are 
directly participating in the junta's "a ll out 
offensive" in Eritrea. At the moment four 
Soviet war ships have taken up positions 
near Massawa and are constantly she I ling 
the port city. II has also been reported 
that about 25 Soviet war ships have entered 
our country's territorial water, the Eritrean 
Red Sea, in direct intervention to crush our 
people's revolutionary struggle. 

The present preparations of the fascist 
junta with the help of Cuban troops, Soviet 
warships and sophisticated Soviet weapons 
to commit mass genocide of the Eritrean 
people glaringly shows the extent of the 
junta's barbaric and rabidly fascistic designs 
in Eritrea. It shows the junta's frantic 
attempt to exterminate the Erilrean people, 
and its extreme desperation in its war of 

I[, 

The Patriotic Front of Zimoa we (Rhodesia) and anyone trying to break this front is in 
is led by ZANU leader, Mugabe, and ZAPU serious error or the enemy. The Superpowers 
leader, Nkomo, who have closed ranks against are trying everything possible to split the 
the common enemy of colonialism & imperialism Patriotic Front. 

Zimbabwe 
In the African country of Zimbabwe, which 

the colonialists named Rhodesia, the imper
ialists are conducting a public minstrel show 
with three black clowns. These clowns and 
the white racist chief of oppressive settler 
colony, Ian Smith, are working together to 
try to pull tire wool over the eyes of the 
Zimbabwean people and the rest of the world 
-but like all such corny tricks it will fail. 
The three negroes have been put forward by 
Smith as black leaders, they are named 
Sithole, Muzorewa and Chirau, they repre
sent nothing but imperialism. They re
present African political aspirations about 
s much as Huggy Bear on Starsky and Hutch! 

The reason these clown-traitor negroes are· 
being raised up as black leaders is so the 
racist Ian Smith can pretend that he is ac
tually negotiating lo transfer power to the 
black majority in Zimbabwe But this is a 

aggression in Eritrea. II likewise exposes 
the role of the Soviet Union and Cuba in 
Eritrea, the extent of their intervention to 
extinguish the flames of the revolutionary 
armed national liberation struggle of the 
Eritrean people. 

We assure the Cuban troops that they wi II 
only find death and humiliation in Eritrea. 
Indeed, it won't be long before we count 
thousands of dead and captured Cuban 
troops in Eritrea. 

lie, black majority rule in Zimbabwe will 
only come through the continuation of the 
revolutionary armed struggle being waged 
by the Patriotic Front in Zimbabwe which 
is composed of the two major liberation 
organizations of the country ZANU -
Zimbabwe African National Union, and 
ZAPU- Zimbabwe African Peoples Union. 
These two organizations led by Robert 
Mugabe and Joshau Nkomo, are the ge
nuine liberation organizations of the peo
ple of Zimbabwe. And no matter the deadly 
yet foolish minstrel show Ian Smith is 
putting on in collaboration with those three 
Uncle Toms, ultimately the people of Zimbab
we will choose their leadership not racists 
like Ian Smith. Nor will people choose trai
tors such as the three blind mice masque
rad_ing as black leaders who are currently 
trying to sell the people out pretending to 
negotiate in Salisbur .• 

I at in Ngug1 he neoco on1a Kenyan 
government sees an opponent and a spokes
man for genuine change. The African people 
are fed up with neocolonialism, i.e., imperi
alism ruling through native agents, as 
Cabral said, and Ngugi is one genuine 
spokesman for this will to transform African 
society that really serves the people. 

It is vitally important that conscious 
forces all over the world protest this attack 
on one of the progressive forces of Africa 
since this is really an attack on all anti-' 
imperialist and revolutionary forces. 

THIRD WORLD -Gl ossary 

The Eritrean people have a deep hatreo 
of their enemies and they are resolved to 
wage a sustained life and death struggle 
against them. They are prepared to pay 
whatever price for their freedom, indepen
dence and liberation. They are determined 
to smash all the counter-revolutionary 
machinations against their just and revolu- cont. from pg 2 
tionary struggle. The Eritrean people have the main force. II is true that Third 
long ago decided they want independence. World countries are different in their 
and liberation and to attain this they have socio-political status and in struggle 
chosen the road of revolutiona"ry armed owing to historical or other accounts. 
struggle. Their destiny is in their hands. But they are indisputably common 

(CONTRIBUTED BY ESUNA) in that they suffered from imperialist 
----------~~;;... __ and colonialist oppression and plunder 

Revolutionary 
Writer Arrested Without 

Charges in Kenya 

and are faced with the same task of 
maintaining state sovereignty, safe-
guarding national independence and 

On Wed., Jan. 4, 1978, it was reported in 
r:===:':"=::--:-:~--~--=---=----~~===---- ... the New York Times that Ngugi wa Thiongo 

(James Ngugi), the internationally acclaimed 
Kenyan author had been arrested by the 
Kenyan government. No formal charges were 
made, but over 100 volumes were taken from 
Ngugi's home, and Ngugi's wife was told 
nothing, except he "was being questioned". 

developing national economy. However 
big their differences and disputes, 
the fundamental contradictions existing 
between them and imperialism, the 
superpowers in particular, cannot be 
altered, nor can their common goal of 
opposing hegemonism and their general 
orientation of opposing the common 
enemies in unity. And therefore their 
great role as a whole of being the main 
force combatting imperialism, colonialism 
and hegemonism cannot be played down. 
Facts speak louder. The historic role 
of the Third World in the anti-hegemony 
struggle is known to all and cannot be 
crossed off by anybody. 

Ngugi wa Thiongo is perhaps the brightest 
light of the newly emerging African literature 
that is committed to revealing the entire 
concrete reality about Africa, rather than 
academic abstractions or nationalistic 
fantasies which hide Neocolonialism. His 

''-.; _
1 

books, eg., "Homecoming", "A Grain of 
,. Wheat", and many others have showed him 

-

~ ' ,. ·-~ •. \ as perhaps the most expressive and socially 
, conscious author in Africa today, though not 

,._ _. as we.JI known in the West as some writers 
Eritrean forces are combatting Cuban troops mercenary troops will be utterly defeated the offitial and academic circles push as 
armed by Soviet social imperialists, which in Eritrea, because the Eritrean people "African Spokesmen". 
have intervened on the side of the counter- are determined to win the national Ii- In Kenya today Where the ll'iP of neoco-
revolutionary Ethiopian junta against the beralion of Eritrea no matter what the odds. lonialism is as grim, bloody and corrupt as 

&.;E::;lh::,i;;;o:;;Pi.;;•n;;..;a;;;nd;..E;,r.;.itrea;.._n .;pe;...;op;.l_es_. _n_e_se _______________ ..J anywhere else in the world, ii is obvious 

It can be said with confidence that 
in spite of the obstacles and difficulties, 
ups and downs that may come up on the 
road of struggle ahead, the Third World 
countries and people wi II grow more 
steadfast, play their greater role as 
the main force and push world history 
forever onward. 

IHsinhua Reprint! 
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PRE CIVIL WAR REVOLUTIONARY BLACK NATIONALISM 
LAST OF SERIES from the precepts taught in the Bible, such 

as 'Whosoever shal I smite thee on thy right 
cheek, turn to him the other also'; or ' Love 
your enemies; bless them that curse you, and 
pray for them that despitefully use you and 
persecute you.' Those are the lessons taught 
us by the religion of our white brethren, 
when they are lree and we are slaves; but 
when their enslavement is attempted, then 
'Resistance to Tyranny is obedience to God.' 
This doctrine is equally true in regard to co-
lored men as white men." 27 

was not the Constitution of the United States 
which would decicie the ultimate conflict be
tween the oppressor and the oppressed; only 
the revolutionary power of the enslaved masses 
could decide this. Power is law. The American 
revolutionaries of 1776 knew this. and that is 
why they didn't bother to take-their case to 
King George's courts ol law. The black revolu
tionary nationalists also knew this and it would 
have made little sense to take the case of black 
liberation to the U.S. Supreme Court which had 
time and time again upheld slavery. 

very. However, the vast majority of abolition
ists were white supremists and opportunists of 
one sort or another. They were the political 
ancestors of the present-day white liberal 
managers. We wi II deal with this question in 
more delai I in later chapters. 

5. The Liberator, September 22, 1832. 

6. Proceedings of the Colored National Con
vention, held in Rochester, July 6th, 7th, and 
8th, 1853 (Rochester, 1853, printed at the olfice 
of' Frederick Douglass' paper). 

The series "Pre Civil War Black 
Nationalism" was pUI together in 1966, 
by Bill McAdoo, as part of the "Black 
liberation . Commission" of the 
Progressive .J...abor Party. McAdoo was 
one of those arrested for refusing ro tes
tify against PL's Bill Epton who was 
charged with "Criminal Anarchy" in the 
Harlem Rebellion in 1964. Obviously 
the Epton-McAdoo period, and the ar
ticle itself, are from at/me when P.L was 
struggling to take progressive stands. 
Since then however, and sadly Progres
sive ·Labor has become the most out
rageous carriers of the American 
sickness, white chouY.inism, and arf now 
not even a serious communist 
o;ganization. Unfortunately white 
chauvinism has always stood in the way 
of the construction and growth of a truly 
vanguard communist party, in the USA. 
Now as then! 

The black revolutionary nationalists asserted 
H. Ford Douglass was a brillant man and a that the oppressor had no laws that olack men 
superb debater. All one can say about his as- were bound to respect, except where such ob
sertions regarding the Constitution is : " True! edience served the convenience ol aiding the 

7. The Colored American (N. Y .), October 4 
1837; puolished in C.G. Woodson, ed., Negr~ 
Orators, pp. 86-92. 

true! true!" But the fact remains that black revolutionary overthrow ol the enemy. The 
zionists, like Douglass, used these arguments slaveholder had no rights that the slave was 
because they did not beleive in political action. bound to respect. Temporary and partial, 
They were geared to convincing lree blacks tactical obe_dience. l_o the oppressor's law, 
that they should emigrate from the U.S. and u_nder specific conditions ol struggle at certain 

8. The Negro in Our History, op., cit, p. 380. 
Also see Carl Sandburg's Abraham L;ncoln 
(N.Y. 1939), especially pp. 53, 90, 103, 118-
119, 212, 330, 345-46, for Lincoln's views 

(This is a continuation ·of the ~ection on the 
THREE ROADS) 

Howard Day 

" ... I cannot sit still, while this resolu
tion is pending, and by my silence acquiesce 
in it. For al I who have known me for years 
past, know that to the principle of the resolu
tion I am, on principle opposed. The remarks 
of the gentleman from Cuyahoga (Mr. Douglass) 
11 seems to me partake of the error of many 
othe_rs who discuss t_his question, namely, of 
making the construction of the Constitution of 
the United States, the same as the Constitu
tion itself. There is no dispute between us in 
regard to the pro-slavery action of this govern
ment, nor any doubt in our mind in regard to the 
aid which the Supreme Court of the United 
States has given to Slavery, and by their un
Just and, according lo their own rules illegal 
deciso 

decisions; but that is not the Constitution
they are not that under which I vote ... Our 
business is with the Constitution. II ii says ii 
was framed to 'estaolish justice', it, of course 
is opposed to injustice; if it says plainly no ' 
person shall be deprived of 'life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law,' --1 
suppose ii means it. and I shall avail mvself 

establish a black nation in Alrica. Political times and places , was advocated as revolu-
action requires some measure ol hope in the tionary_ expedien_cy di.ctated. Therefore,. the 
possibilities of improving one's condition revolutionary nationalists would engage m open, 
under present circumstances. The black zion- legal, political struggle, where possiole, to 
ists could not allord to endorse such an out- achieve certain intermediate aims (mainly the 
look because it contradicted their contention consolidation of forces) related to the armed 
that black lioeration is impossible in America revoluHonarr overthrow of.the oppre~sor. They 
and that the oppressor is eternal. Why bother had no 1llus1ons about voting or talking slavery 
to patch up a house when you plan to leave out of exsistence. Politi_cal agitation and stru-
it? A fundamental characteristic of black ggle heightened revolutionary potential, and 
zionism is its opposition, not just to voting, provided the black masses with a weapon more 
but to almost all forms of political action. powerful than le~ t_housand guns. When one 

The reformist William H. Day, on the other understands whr 1t 1s. nece~sary to go to war 
hand, presented the aosurd view that the Con- m order to acllieve l1Derat1on, then securing 
stitution stands above the men who wrote it guns and ammunition is only a logical exten-
and who are responsible for its application. sion of this understanding. Political under-
He presented the Constitution as some kind of standing and organization are more lundamen
holy scripture, which stands eternal above men tal to revolutionary struggle than the gun. The 
and beyond reproach, He said that it is better man is more important than the weapon. A 
than the men who wrote it. H. Ford Douglass' war of n~tion~I liberat io n is merely 
reply to Day was not only brillian·t but also the cont1nuot1on of the political 
brought this reformist back down to' the dirty understanding of the oppressed 
earth upon which the U.S. government stood. mosses by revolutionary means. 
Day revealed his typical subservient reformist · · · 
mentality when he asserted, in ellect that he Reread the introduction to the DeclaraJ1on of 
would act only within the bounds of "law and Sentiments of the Cl~veland Con_v~nt1on of 
order" which were established b the Con- 1854 (pa~e 27). Th~pr1macy of political under-
slitution. Political actio Y1 . t 

1 1 
stand mg _is stated: ... Wherea~,. no people can 

. . non a re orm1s eve ever attain to the elevated pos1t1on of freemen 
~a~ all he _believed m. The !eformists did not who are totally or partially ignorant of the con-
e ieve m the revolutionary potential stituent elements of Political Liberty; .. " etc. 

of the enslaved black masse~. They were led This revolutionary nationalist document is no t the nose by fh;,r while ltberal managers. less than a declaration of war and the guiding 
ey wo~ld not ~1olale the "law and order" political principles are clear°iy stated we 

under which millions of black people were · ht II th' d • 
orutally held in chains, by resorting to rev- m

1
g c~ •1IS ocument the Block De-

olution. They would only play the game by the c oration of Independence. 

In chapters which are to follow, we will do-

on slavery and the black man 
9. Minutes of the Fourth Annual Convenlion 
lor the improvement of the free people of col.'.. 
our ... (N.Y. 1834, pub. by order of the conven
tion). 
10. The Liberator, March 5, 1852. 
II. Ibid. March 12, 1858. 
12. Proceedings of a convention ol the Colored 
Men ol Ohio, held in the City of Cincinnati, 
on the 23rd, 24th, 25th and 26th days of Nov~ 
ember, 1858 (Cincinnati, 1858). 
13. Proceedings of the Colored National Con
vention held in Rochester, 1853, op. cit. 
14. lbid. 
15. Op. cit. The Negro in Our History, p. 493 
16. Proceedings of the National Emigration 
Convention of Colored People; held at Cleve
land, Dhio ... 24-26 August, 1854 (Pitts
burgh, 1954). 
17. A Memoria I Discourse; by Rev. Henry High
land Garnet, delivered in the Hall of the House 
of Representatives, Washington .. February 12, 
1865, with an introduction by James McCune 
Smith (Phila., 1865), pp. 44-51. 

18. The Liberator, December 3, 1843. 
19. Minutes of the State Convention of the 
Colored Citizens of the Slate of Michigan for 
the purpose of considering their moral & poli
tical conditions, as citizens of the State 
(Detroit, 1843). Copy in the Boston Athen
aeum. 
20. Staie Convention of the Colored Citizens 
of Ohio, convened at Columbus, January 10-
13, 1849 (Doerlin, 1849). 

21. Salem, Ohio, Anti-Slavery Bugle, Sept
ember 28, 1850, published by Helen Board

of the benefit of it. Sir, coming up as l do, in 
the m_idst of three millions of men in chains, 
and five hundred thousand only half free, l 
consider every instrument precious which 
guarantees to me liberty. I consider the Con
stitution the foundation of American liberties 
and wrapping mysell in the flag of the nation, 
would plant myself upon that Constitution, and 
using the weapons they have given me, I would 
appeal to the American people for the rights 
thus guaranteed. 

rules set up by the oppressor. Revolution was 
good enough for Day's while liberal managers 
in 1776, but not for the black man who lan
guished under conditions far worse than those 
which caused the American Revolution. 

--------------- man in Common Ground (Spring 1947), vol.VII. 

"Mr. Douglass replied by saying--
"The gentleman may wrap the stars and st

ripes of his country around him forty limes, if 
possible, and with the Declaration of Indepen
dence in one hand, and the Constitution of our 
common country in the other, may seat himself 
unoer the shadow of the frowning monument of 
Bunker Hill, and if the slave holder under 
the constitution, and with the 'Fugitive Bill,' 
doesn't find you, then there doesn't exist a 

The black reformist and their white liberal 
managers called upon black people to wrap 
themselves in the American flag and to ser
vilely obey and respect the laws of the op
pressor. The oppressor's law was written on 
a blood-stained American dollar bill, called 
the Constitution of the United States. Its 
!nlegrity was monetary and varied only accord
mg to the oppressor's need to keep its prolit 
value up, at the expense of the captive black 
masses. The reformists were in love with this 
greenback Constitution. Pull the master's 

~oat! beg him-whisper, squeak, and scream 
m his ear a~out the evi Is of slavery, but by 
a(I means, kiss th~ American flag and obey 
his laws! All ol this, while slavery was the law 

C. H. Langston of the land, and the American flag was the 
" . banner of slaveholders. Had these Uncle Tom 

Constitution .. .' 

... I perfectly agree with the gentleman from reformists oeen alive during the American 
Cuyaho_ga, (Mr. Dougla~s) who pre,sented _this Revolution of 1776, they would have Deen 
r~sol_ut1on, that the United States Const1tu- called Loyalists or Tories and either im-
t1on 1s pro-slave_ry. It was ma_d~ to foster and prisoned, shot as traitors, or forced to flee 
uphold that abominable, vamp111sh ~nd blo~y the country. The only black men that the op-
srstem _of American slavery. The highest /U- pressor wanted around when he was fightin 
d1cal tnbuna!s o! the country ~ve so decided. his own Revolutionary War against Englan~ 
Mem.Ders, wh1I~ m the ~onvenhon and on re- were those who could carry a gun for him or 
turning to their constituents, declared that those who could be his slaves.' 
Slavery was one of the _1nt~rests sought to be The revolutionary nationalists viewed all 
protected by the Consh~uhon. It was so un- , p_olitical action from a revolutionary perspec
derstood and so administered all_ over the coon t1ve. A revolutionary struggle for black liber
try. But whether the Con~htution is pro-slavery ation was their goal. Revolution was their 
and whether colo_red_me~ can consiste~tly_ vote ultimate means. Wherever political action 
under_that_ Constitution, are two very distinct helped to consolidate the black masses, thro-
queshons, and_ wh1l_e I would answer ll_ie for- ugh agitation, demonstrations, voting, etc. it 
mer in the affirmative, I would not, like the s~rved as an aid to their main object. But they 
gentleman from Cuyahoga, answer the latter did not oeheve that voting, on th 1 1 th 
in the negati~e. I would vote un~er _the United handful of blacks who could vot!,P!~u~d a~ 
St~tes Conslltuho~ on the same principle, chieve black liberation. They maintained an 
(circumstances being favorable) that I would overall_ revol~tio_nary perspective, while at the 
call ?n every slave, fro_m ~ryl~ nd 10 Texas, same lime ut1hz1ng political action to achieve 
to arise and ,assert their liberties, and _cut certain immediate ends. Charles H. Langston 
their masters throats 11 they attempt again !0 made it amply clear that the first order of bus-
re~uc~ th~m to slavery. ~hether or not t~is iness was black liberation, and that he would 
prmc1ple 1s correct, an_ impartial P0ste!1ty not be conlined within the law and order of the 
a~~ _the Judge of lh4: Universe shall decide. oppressor. Revolutionary nationalists obvi-

S1r, I have long since adopted as my G~, ously believed that revolution was the highest 
the freedom of the_ colored people of_ the Unite_d form of politica I action that the enslaved black 
States, and mr religion, to do anylhmc that. will masses could engage in. For them it was merely 
effect that obJect--however much 11 may differ a continuation of politics by other means. 11 

enry 1ghland Garnet made the call 
for militant armed resistance to slavery. 
Garnet made it clear that Black "zionist" 
Back to Afrika schemes would not 
work, nor would Blacks moving 'en 
masse' to Eni:land or to nearby Mexico, 
in the struggle against the oppression 
and exploitation of slavery during this 
period preceding the civil war. Stay and 
Fight was the cornerstone of Garnet's 
message, taken up then and now by the 
masses of Black people and truly 
revolutionary Black nationalists such as 
Denm11rk Vessy, Nat Turner and others. 

cument the growth and development of black 
nal!onal!sm (biack Zionism and revolutionary 
nat1onahsm) from the Civil War up to the pre
sent lime. 

FOOTNOTES 

I. Woodson, C. G. and Wesley, C.H. The Negro 
in Our History (Washington,D.C., 1922), p.69 

2. Ibid, pp. 246-247. See also Woodson's Free 
Negro Owners of Slaves in the United States 
in 1830. 

3. The Liberator, October 22, 1831. 
4. ~ohn Brown w_as not alone in taking a prin

cipled revolutionary position on the question 
of s!avery. Other whites (Wendell Phillips, 
Geml Smith, etc,), comprising a mere handful 
of those known as radicals or abolitionists 
assumed a revolutionary position towards sl~-

22. Proceedings of the State Convention of 
Colored Men, Held in the City of Columbus, 
Ohio, January 16th, 17th, and 18th, 1856 
(n.p.,n.d.). 
23. The Liberator, March 12, 1858. 
24. Ibid, August 13, 1858. 
25. Ibid, February 14, 1862; indications of aud-
ience- response are from original. 

26. Proceedings of the National Emigration 
Convention of Colored People, 1854, op. cit. 

27. Minutes of the Slate Convention ol the 
Colored Citizens of Ohio, convened at Columbus. 
January 15-18, 1851 (Columbus, 1851). 

NOTE 
Excerpts containing much of the documentation 
used in this study can be found in A Docu
mentary History of the Negro People in the 
United Slates, edited by Herbert Aptheker, 
with a preface by W.E.B. DuBois (N.Y., 
1962). The introductory matter which precedes 
each excerpt in Alheker's book is often mis
leading and perhaps, on certain cases, reflects 
the editors own political aberration. He makes 
no clear delineation between reformism, black 
zionism or revolutionary nationalism. He gives 
the impression that the term "Abolitionist" 
embraced such people as Martin R. Delany, H. 
H.Garnet and others who represented very 
distinct and fundamentally different political 
trends, and who can in no way be lumped to
gether with the white Abolitionists. 

Marlin R. Delany was not an Abolitionist. 
He did not believe that slavery could or would· 
be abolished in the United Stales. H.H. Garnet 
was not an Abolitionist; he was a revolutionary 
nationalist, In his introductory note on pg. 363, 
concerning the Cleveland Emigration-Conven
li~n of 1854! Aplheker says, "Noteworthy in 
this convention was the expression of a feel
ing of and a yearning for Negro nationality." 
Thus, he di~misses this extremely important 
document with an obscure bit of understate
ment. 

The document in Aplheker's book can only 
be understood in the context of an independent 
study of Afro-American history, 

THE END 
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The Palestinian Liberation Organization 
lrul.Y represents the Palestinian people and 
their struggle for self determination and de-

Those two old partners in crime, US 
Imperialism and Israeli Zionism, have 
apparently had a falling out. They don't 
seem able to agree, at this point on what 
stand lo take toward the Arab countries, 
generally, although, they do agree they 
need to kill off the Palestinian Liberation 
Organization. 

When the US connived with the Zion
ists to set Israel up in 1948, it gained 
a "watchdog" ally with which to 
threaten and divide the Arab countries. 
At the same time, the US and the Zionists 
drove more than a million people from 
their land and into exile and placed at 
the heart of Middle East affairs a burning 
revolutionary question: the return of land 
and national rii;tts to the Palestinian 
people, 

The worst single atrocity committed 
against the Palestinian people in 1948 
was the massacre of more than 200 un
armed people at a little village named 
Deir Yassin. This act of fascist terror 
was perpetrated by a gang called the 
lrgun. Their leader was a man named 
Menahem Begin. 

In 1956 the US used the Suez Canal in
cident to expel Britain and France from 
influence over Middle East affairs. 
In this, the US had two aims: to gain 
control over the Middle East's strategic 
geographic position and vast oil reserves, 
the greatest in the world; and 
to gain the whip hand over Europe as 
the ·controller of its oil supply in the 
Middle East. Chairman Mao Tsetung of 
the Communist Party of China summed 
up the political situation of the time 
in this way: 

, "In the Middle East there was that 
Suez Canal incident. A man called Nasser 
(Egypt) nationalized the canal, another 
called Eden (Britain) sent in an invading 
army, and close on his heels came a 
third called Eisenhower (U.S.) who decided 
lo drive the British out and have the place 
all to himself ..• 

"In the Middle East, two kinds of contra
dictions and three kinds of forces are 
in conflict. The two kinds of contradictions 
are: first, those between different imperial
ist powers, that is, between the United 
States and Britain and between the United 
States and France, and, second, those 
between the United States and the oppressed 
nations. The three kinds of forces are: 
one, the United States, the biggest imperial
ist power, two, Britain and France, se
cond-rate imperialist powers, and, three, 
the oppressed nations... The methods the 
United States employs are now viol~nt, 
now non-violent, and this is the game it 
is playing in the Middle East." 
(Selected Works of Mao Jsetung, Vol.5) 

1956 was also the year in which the 
traitor Khrushchev seized power in 
the Soviet Union. By 1964 he had led 
the complete restoration of capitalism 
in that country. He and his successor, 
Brezhnev, put the Soviet Union on a 
course of social imperialism, i.e., 
socialism in words but imperialism in 
deeds. 

Like the US, the Soviet Union plays 
a treacherous double game in the Mid
dle East. The USSR poses as the 
friend of the Arab countries but in reality 
attempts to sow discord among them, 
trying to keep them divided among them
se Ives and weak. 

UNITY & STRUGGLE 

serves the support of the people of the world 
in their just struggle against Israeli aggres
sJ~~:n~:pr the liberation of their homeland, 

Entering into a ,savage imperialist 
contention with the United States for 
Middle East dominance, the USSR has 
manipulated arms sales to the Arab 
countries. The aim of the social imper
ialists has been to keep the Arab 
countrir,s militarily inferior to Israel, and 
therefor~ dependent upon the USSR. All 
the while, Soviet arms sales, needless 
to say, make a fat profit. The Arab 
countries felt the impact of this super
power treachery in the June War of 1967, 
when the Israelis unleashed a war of 
aggression against Egypt, Syria, and 
Jordan, seizing territory from each. 

In trying to get security by military 
means, however, Israel achieved just 
the opposite. The Zionists gave the Arab 
countries a severe lesson about the super
powers and the need for Arab unity in 
defense of their national sovereignty. 
Further, the Palestinian people were led 
to see all the more clearly that they 
must themselves solve the problem of the 
restoration of their national rights. The 
The Palestine Liberation Organization, form
ed in 1965,brought the armed struggle 
for liberation to a new stage soon after 
the 1967 war. 

United Nations Resolution 242, another 
aftereffect of the June War, gave further 
proof of Soviet intentions. This "compro
mise" resolution was intended to provide a 
basis for settlement within "secure and 
recoi,iized" boundaries of the territorial 
questions that arose in 1967. What it 
really compromised were the rights of the 
Palestinians, implicitly conceding rule 
over Palestine to the Zionists. Also, 
Resolution 242 speaks of a "refugee 
problem" but not of national rights for 
the Palestinians, thus cutting the heart 
out of Palestinian demands. Showing its 
true colors, the Soviet Union has support
ed Resolution 242 all along. 

USSR stood before everyone in the Middle 
East exposed for what it is: an imperialist 
superpower. 

Egypt and the Sudan subsequently 
broke off "friendship" treaties with 
the Soviet Union and kicked out Soviet 
military personnel. These steps were 
victories for all of the developing 
countries of the Third World against 
imperialism and superpower hegemonism. 
Despite all the splitting tactics cooked 
up by the two superpowers, the main trend 
in the Middle East has been toward 
Arab unity, and toward Arab-Palestinian 
unity in particular. It is this trend toward 
unity that has caused US Imperialism and 
Israeli Zionism to encounter so much 
difficulty in their relationship. 

The fundamental interests of US imper
ialism in the Middle East are tied up 
with the Arab countries. It is these 
countries that hold the great bulk of 
the land, resources and population of 
the region. The US has never supported 
Israel or Zionism as ends in themselves, 
still less does US imperialism care for 
the interests of Jewish people (which is 
another thing altogether), or any other 
people. Israel is but a means to an end 
for the US, the end being to have its way 
with the Arab countries, to threaten 
divide, dominate, and plunder them. The 
Arab people are a great people, however. 
They are the real makers of history in 
the Middle East and they have had a 
bellyful of both superpowers. Their 
unity and defiance have led the US to 
seek new means of pursuing its inter
ests. Aware of and fearing more than 
anything else the revolutionary storm 
that is brewing in the Middle East, the 
US wants lo relax tensions by making 
some token accommodation to the rights 
of the Palestinians. Hence Jimmy 
Carter's recent talk of setting up a 
"Palestinian entity" on the West Bank 
territory seized by Israel from Jordan in 
1967. 

The return of the terrorist Begin as 
the Prime Minister of Israel is no at· 
cident under the circumstances. More 
than anyone else, Begin embodies the 
Zionist logic of rejection of Arab rights 
and sovereii,ity. Rather than simply not 
wanting to recognize Arab rii;tts, it 
1s the case that the Zionists must not 
do so, they can not do so. This is be
cause of the fundamental contradiction 
of Zionism: its acceptance of anti-semi
tism, its reliance upon the racist hatred 
against Jewish people. 

Since its beginnings in the 1880's 
Zionism has always said to the Jews'. 
anti-semitism is part of human nature; 
the only choice is to be oppressed, or 
to set up one's own country and be 
the oppressor. Therefore it has always 
been natural to Zionism to work in 
cahoots with the oppressor of nations, 
capitalist imperialism, first that of 
Britain and France, then that of the US, 
and even to do a kind of hidden dance 
step with Soviet social imperialism. 

To accommodate Arab rights would 
call into question the assumption, vital 

to the Zionist worldview, that Jews 
and Arab peoples, and therefore that Israel 
and the Arab states must always be 
enemies. This is out of the question 
to the Zionists as it would at once 
open lo doubt the need for the Zionist 
state and would thus threaten the posi
tion of the Zionist ruling class in Israel. 
This is the reality that President Anwar 
Sadat found when he went to Jerusalem 
in an attempt to make ~eace. Israel 
would make no recognition whatever 
of Egyptian sovereii,ity or Palestinian 
ri&hls. The Begin government made clear 
its determination to maintain Israeli 
settlements and a military presence in 
the Sinai Desert territory of Egypt and 
in the West Bank territory of Jordan. 
Indeed the Israeli invasion of Lebanon 
can only be seen as a deliberate effort 
to thwart any possible peace settle
~ent, even one seen favorably in Wash
ington. 

The Zionists must be thanked for 
having provided the clearest possible 
proof that the only security for the Arab 
peoples lies in Arab unity and not in 
negotiations with the superpowers. 

Head USSR revisionist Brezhnev, 
waving the flag of social-imperialism, 
himself stated on February 21 that, 
"The imperialists strive to split the 
national-liberation movement, to find 
in its ranks conciliators and capitulation-
ists." . · . 

The Communist Party of Chma rephed 
that: 

"One would like to ask: When a leader 
of a sovereii,i Arab state took the 
initiative, approved by his people as 
a due move, to preserve national inde
pendence and state sovereignty and 
throw off foreii,i interference, and m 
the negotiations with Israel, stuck to 
the just stand calling for recovery of 
the lost Arab territories and the resto
ration to the Palestinian people of 
their national rights and for an all-round 
solution, how could he have offended 
the Soviet Union, which has nothing to 
do with the Middle East? 

"To this the Egyptian paper Al 
Akhbar gave the correct answer in an 
editorial stating, 'Brezhnev's anger 
and criticism are understandable, for 
Egypt has rejected its patronage and 
has freed her wi II from -Soviet domiqatian 
and ambitions. II is quite natural that 
the Soviet leaders should vent their 
wrath on Egypt and her policy." 

-Peking Review, no. 11,-1978, p. 43 
The situation in the Middle East today 

is excellent. Both superpowers are meeting 
with unprecedented diffit11lty. The intent
ions of Israeli Zionism are exposed to 
the whole world as never before. The 
Arab countries are persisting in their 
unity despite all obstacles. The Pal
estinian people prove again every day 
that their determination lo fight for 
their land and ri&hts is inexhaustible. 
Though the struggle is hard and the 
path has many twists and turns, they 
surely will overcome every difficulty 
and win final victory. 

In the Middle East, every period of 
"peace" is but an interval during which 
the conditions set up by the last round 
of Ii ghting prepare the ground for a new 
outbreak of war. This will be true so long 
as the Palestinian people are denied 
their land and national rights. In 1973 the 
Arab countries showed they had learned 
the lessons of 1967. They launched a 
powerful offensive to regain their lost 
territories. In the wake of their military 
successes, they were for the first time 
able to wield the "oil weapon", the 
embargo on oi I deliveries to the West, 
as a means to political and diplomatic 
ends. 

HORN OF AFRICA 

Exposed, isolated, staggering under 
the impact of its shattering defeats in 
Southeast Asia, US imperialism was 
clearly on the defensive. Therefore, the 
enemy posing as a "friend" proved more 
damaging to the Arab cause than the 
open enemy. Afraid that the Arab countries 
would gain too much and become less 
dependent, the Soviet Union refused to 
keep Egypt and Syria supplied with arms 
and demanded that they limit their mili
tary advances. The Soviet Union also 
during the period of the embargo sold 
oil to Western Europe which it had pur
chased from Iraq. This attempt to undercut 
the embargo again made the Soviets a 
nice profit. However, this ruthless super
power behavior opened many Arab eyes. 
In the wake of the October, 1973, war, the 

The USSR has stepped up its interven
tion in Africa, stirring up wars between Afri
can countries, interfering in their internal 
affairs, attempting to suppress revolutions 
and wars of national liberation, and is fo
menting strife between African liberation 
groups. The contention between the two 
superpowers is the source of the danger 
of a new worldwide imperial isl war today. 

In the Horn of Africa, the USSR stirred 
up a war between Somolia and Ethiopia, 
sending tens of thousands al fresh Cuban 
troops and thousands of Soviet military 
leaders ta direct the war, suppress the 
heroic struggle al the Eritreans for li
beration, and ta supp1ess the growing 
revolutionary movement inside Ethiopia 
against the fascist junta in power. 

USSR GO HOME! 
The rapid increase al military forces and 

equipment Moscow sent to the Horn of Africa, 
causes many progressive farces in Africa to 
denounce the USSR as the arsonist in the 
Harn of Africa, which has actually been 
fanning the flames of war in Ogaden. Con
trol of the horn of Africa would give the 
USSR control of the Red Sea; control which 
ii could use to threaten Egypt and Sudan if 
has been quoted as saying, "After the So
viets knock out Somalia, they will tum on 
Sudan and Egypt." On the same subject 

Sudanese President Nimeri said, "II is also 
attempting to establish a base to watch over 
the oil states, as it will face a shortage in 
its oil resources towards the 80's. The 
peoples al Africa are readying themselves 
for the danger of intervention by the New 
Tsars. The Superpowers will certainly 
find Africa ta be tough meat. 

SOVIETS ATTACK ERITREAN 
FREEDOM FIGHTERS 
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SELF-DETERMINATION FOR THE AFRO-AMERICAN NATION IN THE BLACK BELT SOUTH 

RECONSTRUCTION 
Passage of the 

Part 3: 13th, 14th, 15 th, Amendments 

tension of ruling Northern capitalist inter
ests totheSouthandcuaranteedthelat
tei's supremacy in the fOl'mer slave domain. n 

(NEGRO LIBERATION, Haywood, pp. 49-
50) "These years saw also a revival of 
the notorious Black Codes, a resureence ol 
the hooded tenor of the Ku Klu11 Klan .•• " 
(NEGRO LIBERATION, Haywood, p. 59, 
see also "The Triumph of White Racism/' 
by Kenneth Stamp in BLACKS IN WHITE 
AMERICA, p. 50.) II_ is now that se11e· 

A rirAmerican youth must struigle, they su er 
a double oppression under capitalism and 
national oppression. Theyhavetheworstun
employment rate of an groop in the country. 

e Reconstruction saw the 13th, 14th 
and 15th Amendments lo the Constitution 
passed, each one a classic plank of bour
ceois democracy: The 13th, the makine ol 
slaveryilleplinlheUnitedS1ates;the14lh, 
lherecoe,,ilionofallcilizensasequalunder 
the law and with the right of due process; 
and the IS!h,theridlttovote{suffrage). 
The passace of these acts was accomplished 
primarily because the Norlhern industrialists 
wanted to crush the Southem planter 
oli1a,chy and pin complete dominance 
over them. They used the blacks and small 
while farmers to do this. But by the JO's, 
havin& accomplished the basic takeover 
they sought, they initiated a counter-revo
lution so lierce and bloody that its eflects 
still can be seen on black people and small 
white farmers today. (The effects still 
observable are the lack of the complete 
edension of democracy lo either &JOUp. 
Nol only blacks in lhe Black Bell, bol the 
poor while peasants or rural laborer is 
among the most oppressed and e11ploited 
croup in the United Stales. The plidit of 
of the "hillbillies" and white country 
people is well known. See Lenin on "Edu
cation in Black Belt" in RUSSIANS AND 
NEGROES, p.59, or LENIN ON THE U.S., 
LCW, Vol. 18, pp. 543-544.) In the Soulh, 
the median income for whites over 14 1s 
$3911. The rural non-larm median annual 
income !or whites is $3516, S712 less than 
the S4228 urban median income for whites. 
But even lower than the rural non-farm 
median income is that for rural farm ,elated 
whites which is only $2975. Some midil 
argue that this simply reflects the contra
diction between income from industry vs 
farminc. But when cornparinc the Southern 
white farmer to the Northeastern, North 
Central, or Westem farmer, the South still 
lags behind by $800,$694 and $576per 
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AMONG THE WHITES is TWICE AS HIGH 
in the former slaveholding areas. II is 
not only the Neooes that show traces of 
slmry!" ( Lenin, RUSSIANS & NEGROES, 
Vol. 18, pp. 543-544). The democratic or 
"Civil" Ri;,ts edended with the 13th, 
HIii and 151h Amendments and the recon-

struction governments, the most democratic 
and revolutionary ones (and finally these 
only came about because of the struggle 
of black people and their determination to 

ff~~Nci:ws dt~kE~gmo~
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C. Vann Woodward) and with this, the begin· 
ninrs of the development of the earliest 
form of the black bourgeoisie. From enslaved 
Africans lo lreed Afro-Americans, till now 
alter the counter-revolution thatdeslroyed 
Reconstruction, what was being ,e-enslaved 
was a black nation! Between the tall of the 
Reconstruction governments and 19001 class
es appear in the black nation. " •.. the Ne-
1roes, who at the time of their ,elease from 
chattel bondage comprised an almost undif
ferentiated peasant mass had by the begin
ning of the 20th century become hansfOfmed 
into a people manifesting among themselves 
the class groupings peculiar to modern capi-
talist society." (NEGRO LIBERATION, 
Haywood, p.143.) 

Black Liberation 
cont. from pg I 

and while rebellions. So the while ser
vants were lrted in the 16th and 17th 
century, aod given a new cate1ory ••. lhe 
keepersoltheslavesandtrickedbybeing 
told that even though they were suffering 
that some how since they were white they 
were better than the blacks. 

To.e US has a history ol revolution. 
The Revolutionary War to en,d British 
colonialism was a revolutionary war be
cause George Washington and company 
p1ornised freedom once the British were 
defeated. Earlier the British had made 
the same promise and the Blacks and 
Indians early in that war fought on the 
side of the British. 

After this war it was lhoocht that 
slavery would decline, · but the invention 
of the cotton gin transformed cotton from 
a domestic product which a small group 
of slaves could harvest into an interna
tionally sought alter commodity. This 

CONT 'D NEXT COL. 

carrythe"revolution"throughtotheend), C Q $ 
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Necrorule pve to the South: !)Democratic 
government, 2) Free public schools, and AND REPRINTS 
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The NOflhern industrialists had to allow 
the black and ieconstruction covemments 
at first, because it was the only way of 
insuring loyal eovernmenls apinsl the 
planters. But the Hayes (Republican)
Tilden (Democrat) co:np1omise in 1876 lor
malized the counler-revolution and okayed the 
blood bath which followed that actually 
toppled these eovernments. This a&reement 
allowed Rutheilord B. Hayes to win the 
presidentiale1ectionofl876,providedthe 
Democratic Party was given control of 
those states it had won the popular vote 
in (Hayes had lost the popular vote by a 
!4 million votes) namely lhe Southern stales. 
No1thern troops were withdrawn, even in 

~!\~!1 l~~e~out~e£~~~:~;sandha~i~~~~r 
The combined assault of reasse,ted poli
tical power by the planters and landl01ds, 
the &Uerilla terr01ism of the KKK and the 
like formed from the ollshools of the same 
lotces Iha! Tom Watson (See ORIGINS OF 
THE NEW SOUTH, C. Van Woodward, p.393) 
had supposedly orpnized earlier as the 
Populist movement which was supposed 
to join blacks and poor white farmers to
gether to struule for political powei in the 
South, was enough lo crush the reconstruc
tion governments and end the development 
of democracy in the South as well as take 
away the gains of the reconstruction period. 
There are two schools of thought on Wat
son and the Populists, one line sees Wat
son as simply a vacillating opportunist who 
used black votes to get over1 and then swit
ched with the chanced situation and became 
a vociferous white supl!macistwhoevenjus
tified lynchini. The other line sees Watson as 
havin&atways beea a tool of the Northern mo--
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meant Ital capitalism was now imposed 
upon black people as well as slavery. 
Hence the lurther reliance on acricul
tural development lor US upansion 
brouO,t about the eulusion of black 
people's democ,alic rights from the 
constitution. 

ln the 19th century the rising economic 
e11pectancy associated with cotton was 
accompanied by the inlensilicalion of 
slavery: lhe lile upectancy of a mature 
slave ol 18 in the Black Bell, where cotton 
was grown, fell to 7 years. This produced 
a risin& wave of slave revolts: Gabriel 
Prosser, Denmark Vessey, Nat Turner all 
led rebellions. Turner's actually was so 
successful that for years an aura of fear 
and terror hung over the slave masters. 
This was the period when Harriet Tubman 
constructed her great underground railroad 
leading hundreds of slaves into Canada 
and freedom. This period reaches its 
heights with the John Brown rebellion 
composed of blacks and whites, and fiMlly 
ends with the breaking out ol the Civil War. 

The Civil War was fought between two 
social systems, one based on slavery, con
trolled by the southern planler-slavocrals. 
The other was a rising industrial system 
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east. The south was winning the war until 
the blacks came into the war in great num
bers. Al first the north tried lo keep them 
out, because the northern·armies were led 
by many southern sympathizers, the copper
heads, and the racism of the American rul
ing class that always tried to keep blacks 
inert and carefully defined. But black 
people rose, burned plantations, fled whole
sale and fought their way into the Civil 
War. 186,000 blacks joined the union army 
and one out of three black soldiers gave 
their lives for the defeat of slavery. Un
like Roots, where the blacks read in a 
newspaper about the Civil War and that 
they were being freed, and then stayed 
on the plantation. In fact, the black 
masses fought and died lo destroy slavery, 
and Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation 
(which only applied to the sooth) was 
merely the leeitirnalion of something that 
the black masses were already actively 
doing. 

After the Civil War came the period called 
the Reconstruction. This was perhaps 
the most democratic period in US life. 
There are still not as many black con
gressmen and senators today as there 
were in the reconstruction period. The 
northern rulers, the industrial capitalists, 
needed the reconstruction period lo com
pletely strip the southern slavocrats ol 
their political and economic power. 
Then they sold the blacks out, in the 
infamous Hayes-Tilden Compromise of 
1877. The capitalists pulled out the 
federal troops disarmed the black militia, 
bankrolled lenorisl organizations like the 
Ku Klu11 Klan lo rule by fear and bloodshed, 
droveblacksoutof the state le1islatures, 
passed Hm crow laws like the black codes, 
and tried to crush the progress ol the recon
struction and plunge black people back into 
slavery with peonage and sharecropping and 
poll ta11esand lynchine. 

II is alter the destruction of the recon
struction eove,nments that the Afro-Ameri
can nation arises in the Black Bell South, 
The area Where the cotton was grown and 
harvested by generations of blacks, the 
area today where S3S of all the blacks in 
the US still live. This area stretches from 
the bottom of Delaware to east Te11as, 
1800 miles loog, halfmooo shaped and 300 
mlles deep, The Black Bell is the location 
ol the Afro-American nation, a nation that 
roseoutofslavery,lor&«fthrouihbloodshe<I 
andstrugele;a nation that resulted from the 
lact that black people by that lime were a 
historically constituted stable comnrnity of 
people, with a common land, common lanoiaie, 
common economic life and common psycholo1i
cal development manifest as a common cullu!!, 
lo paraphrase Joseoh Stalin. 

By the late 19th century in this country, 
black peoplev,ereno loneerdisconnected 
African tribes bound In slavery, or scat
tered peasants but a national people,a 
modern nation with all the classes of capi
talist society, oppressed by US imperialism 
in much ol the same way as the nations ol 
the 3rd Wotld {Africa, Isla, Lalin America). 
This nation has the rich! ol sel{J!.elefmina
tion, up to and includinc the rllbt to seces
si111, But tllis Is a riiht that can 111ly be 
realized lhrouih revolutionary stru11lo, 

The Black Panther Party picked up Mal· 
colm X's call for armed sell defense, de-

The land of the American south is black 
peoples' land. Look on the maps put out 
by the US Chamber of Commerce, which 
show how the various nationalities are 
situated today, right nOW", and you will see 
a black halfmoon where the Afro-American 
majority still lives today, even though some 
of us have migrated north in search of a 
better life. Joutof}Oblacksinthenorth 
were born in the south. The south is the 
black homeland the Black Belt nation, of 
the Afro-American people. Bui it can be 
liberaledonlylhroughrevolutionarystruggle. 

For the Afro-American people, the 20th 
century in this country has been marked by 
much micration out of the Black Belt (a trend 
now being reversed) but the majority never 
left. Those Afro-Americans in the north and 
west and midwesl came lookin& for jobs, 
fleeing the oppression of the Ku Klu11 Klan· 
Black Codes south. As the US imperialists 
readied the Isl World War in the early part 
oflhecentury,theyneededcheaplaborand 
bfought Afro-American people north. The 
Garvey Movement of the 21l's was a movement 
lariely of new black peasants from the south 
lollowin1 the impoverished middle class 
idealists that characterized the Garvey Move
ment. 

There could be no Back to Africa: black 
people were already a nation in captivity, 
their land was where the majority of them 
lived and shared a common econmic back
cround, lan,:uaieandculbJre. And those Afro
Americans in the nocth had to fidlt lor 
democratic rights, and ultimately join in 
revolutiooary struure with the other ex
ploited and oppressed people of this land 
to overthrow the degenerate system ol 
monopoly capitalism. Jn the 30's durin1 
the Great Deprtssion, the eumple and 
teachin&s of the Russian Marxists had 
&feat influence in the US. This WOfk was 
carried out in the US by the Communist 
Pa1ty of the United States of America 
(CPUSA). Even in their most influential 
period ol the 30's they were plagued, as 
were other largely white socialist move
ments before them, by white chauvinism 
and the disease of white supremacy. But 
in the 30's, through the guidance of the 
great Lenin, the leader of the Russian 
Revolution , the US communist party took 
upthecorrectpoliticallineonblackpeople, 
proclaiming the uistence of the oppressed 
Afro-American nation in the Black Belt 
south1 and putting out the stirrin& revolu
liooary sloean: LIBERATION FOR THE 
BLACK NATION, SELF OETERMINATION 
FOR THE AFRO-AMERICAN NATION. 
These cries still raise fire in black hearts 
today, because this isa true description 
of the black liberatioo movement's real 
io,ls . LIBERATION FOR THE AFRO
AMERICAN NATION IN THE BLACK BELT 
SOUTH! SELF DETERMINATION FOR THE 
AFRO-AIERICAN NATION. 

monstrating the influence of Malcolm X's 
leadership and uample on a whole gene-

In the 40's, however, the CPUSA came 
under the total domination of a group of 
reactionaries, servants of the US bour
,eoisie, and s.o\d the party over lo the 
American rulers. In the 30's thousands 
of blacks had joined the Communist Party 
because they came to realize that only 
revolution coold make change in this 
country--not sul>mission or Wrning the 
other cheek or waiting till alter you die 
to be lree in some never never \and pa,a
dise. Bui in the 40's the CPUSA turned 
itsbackontheblackstruggle,andbythe 
50's the CPUSA had turned its back com
pletely on revolution ard socialism and 
began lo babble stupidly that socialism, 
which is the collective ownership by the 
whole people of the means ol producing 
wealth, the land, factories, mineral 
wealth, oil wells, transportation, communi
cation •.• could be won by workin& people 
peacefully. 

The 50's aod 60's saw the rise ol the 
Civil Ridits Movement, which had a mass 
following but was led essentially by the 
black boorgeoisie. The bankrupt Communist 
Party USA bepn in the 50's to say that 
black people had already achieved self 
determination under imperialism, and that 
lhe NAACP and Urban League and the 
black bour,eoisie were the leaders of the 
black freedom movement and that this 
could be accomplished peacefully just 
like socialism; and integralioo was the 
key to socialism. 

Dr. King was the greatest of the black 
bourgeois leaders, but his line ol nonvio
lence, turn the other cheek, and metaphy
sical forebearance under the abuse of 
racists was not a political line most black 
people could live in practice. This is why 
Malcolm X rose so forcefully during the 
same period to put forth the line of the 
black majority, sell determination, sell 
respect and self defense. And Malcolm X 
had wide influence. He changed the black 
liberation movement from civil rights lo 
sell defense to black nationalism. The 
SNCC movement, once influenced by King, 
was transformed under Malcolm's influence. 
Stokely Carmichael rose as leader of SNCC 
echoing Malcolm's line calling for Black 
Power. Rap Brown rose in SNCC as its 
ned leader callinc for Black rebellion 
sayin& that if America didn't come around 
it should be burned to the ground, not 
sul>mlssion and nonviolence but struggle 
and self defense and lina1ty rebellion. 
The Black Panthers rose coming from 
Malcolm's line of armed sell defense. 
The culllJral nationalists rose from 
Malcolm's line on the black nation and 
the importance of black people's African 
berila&<, thooih lhey disto,te<f it and 
made it metaphysical. (CAP include<!) 
Malcolm was murdered because he broke 
with culllJral nationalism and reli&ious 
nationalism and bepn to tali. about a 

ration of black people. The movement ad
vanced lrom "turn the other cheek" to 
"armed sell delense" in the 19GO's. 

black united front ol all classes and 
strata of black people in struule against 
imperialism, because Malcolm was be
coming an internationalist, because he 
bepn to talk about how the black libera
tion movement was linked up with the 
struggle of oppressed people everywhere, 
and how capitalism and racism 10 hand 
in hand. 

lnthispa,totthe70'sthebourgeoisie 
tries lo lell us the movement is dead. -Can 
30 mill/on people be dead? True !hey 
killed and locked up and bouifit oul some 
leaders, but the people themselves per
sist, and where there is oppression !here 
will be resistance. It has become clearer 
and clearer to more and more Afro-American 
people that ii is capitalism itself, the sys
tem of private ownership of the means of 
producinc wealth by 6/lOths of one percent 
is the enemy; that the Rockefellers, Mocgans, 
Duponts, Mel/ons, the 16 families the O'Jays 
used lo sine: al>oul before they were cooled 
out, are the enemies not only of the oppressed 
black nation but of the majority of people, 
black, white, Puerto Rican, Asian, Indian, 
and Chicano in this country. Our history is 
continuoosly distorted to make us think 
that black pecple ol all people always en
joyed upitalist rule, slavery, lynching, 
union busting, indentured servitude, Appa
lachia, Wounded Knee, Indian genocide, 
the oppression of women. In many black 
history exhibits, lor instance the one al 
the Newark ~seum, or in the various 
schools, or official e11hibitions, they make 
black history about the middle class or 
black entertainers. In one crammar school 
they had Sammy Davis, Qiana Ross, but 
not Malcolm X. Al the museum they did 
not have Harriet Tubman or Robeson and 
of course not Malcolm. In an e11hibit at 
a Texas college they had all the blacks 
in Texas who fought on the side ol the 
Confederacy as the black heroes. Yes, 
they will distort, they will raise up the 
weak or submissive and try to hide the 
people whose struule makes history. As 
in the TV presentation King, the presen
tation of Malcolm X was a hideous dis
tortion, 

So black history month is import.ant for 
us lo seek out the1ealhislory olblack 
struule. A history that will invariably 
see us joinin1 the struggle of the majo
rity of people in this country to build a 
new comnwnist party, based on Mar11ism
Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, and carry 
out a socialist revolution to put the wealth 
and resources of this society into the 
hands of the working masses, and at the 
same time liberate the black nation and 
bring freedom, liberty and prosperity to 
a!I the peOflle of this land. 
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A brave young hero of the Azanian national uprising of 
1976 uses a dustbin lid as his shield and a brick as his 

missile against fascist machine guns and tanks in 
Alexandra Township , Johannesburg , 

Flames Of Azanian People's Struggle 
Cannot Be Extinguished! 

PAC INTERVIEW 

Q. What role do you see for the white pop
ulation-particularly the white workers-in 
South Africa playing in the struggle !or liber-
ation and socialism? 

A. Well, for the moment, I don't see it. 
it isn't there because of the position in 
that country-racialism has become so acute 
that you find blood is thicker than water. We 
are trying to put forward a philosophy that 
we are not fighting against a race because 
we believe in one race-the human race and 
not in groups of races or tribes. But because 
of the manner in which apartheid has been im
plemented, the hatred of the people there 

when the fighting comes-even a man in 
Soweto who was a reverend gentleman helping 
the Africans, when the battle took place 
they just said, " This is a white man. He 
must die." This is the position now, and we 
are not resoonsible for it. As far as we are 
co~cerned, we feel that even when we capture 
white prisoners, we are not going to kill 
them. We are going to educate them. You 
see? We' ll tell them the truth and let them 
~.o to their own people and tell them, 
Those people are not savages. They are 

human beings. Here, we have come back. 
Let us try and come together with these 
people to build peace." We are not brutes 
and we are not racists and we are trying to 
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WORKERS ON PROTEST STRIKE 

On January 23, 300,000 Nicaraguan wor
kers went on strike. They demanded a full 
investigation of the murder of Pedro Joaquin 
Chamorro, a well known opposition leader 
assassinated in Managua on January 10. 
That same day, 80 per cent of the stores 
and businesses in Nicaragua's ten major 
cities .... closed down in sympathy with the 
workers' strike. 

Chamorro was a leader of the Demo
cratic Liberation Union and editor of LA 
PRENSA~. the only anti-government news
paper in nicaragua. Chamorro has been im
prisoned and exiled many times for his 
statements against the government. 

... The murder of Chamorro has aroused 
intense indii,iation among people in every 
walk of life. The day Chamorro was as
sassinated, about 50,000 people in Managua 
(the capital of Nicaragua) held a ijemonstra
tion in protest and expressed their condolen
ces. (Taken from Peking Review) 

Celebrate 
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Free Daycare Refreshments Sold 

avoid a racial war. Now, you see, the ha
tred there is so great that the hatred is a
gainst the WHITE MAN. it doesn't m~tter 
whether he is a reverend gentleman, a phi 1-
anthropist or anything. We are not responsi
ble for that, but as much as we can, we 
want to see that some of the white workers 
and others- because they are also oppressed 
by the big bourgeoisie-can understand our 
point of view when we tell them that they 
must stand with us to finish these fellows 
and then we can settle the issue afterwards. 
And then it will depend on how the struggle 
will go and we hope they are genuine. 

Q. There is talk that the old, externally 
based movements-PAC and ANC- may be 

LPR LETTER-
cont. from pg 12 

alist group like PIS in the middle of the 
leadership ol this coalition. And we lake 
the leading responsibility for the errors 
in the struggle over the role of PIS in this 
coalition. 

In summation, the RCL criticizes LPR 
for raisin& the correct call of Marxist
Leninists unite in theory but in pushing 
"left" sectarianism in practice. Practi
cally, they held up the motion of the IWWD 
Coalition for several meetings on the 
question of a "left"-bloc parade. 

Practically, LPR took the line in the 
coalition as being the "overall most 
correct" and "objective leadership" of 
the coalition in the style of the now
defunct "left" sectarians of the "Revo
lutionary Wing". Practically, LPR did 
not seek truth from facts on many questions 
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surpassed by internal forces if they don't get 
back to the country soon to begin armed strug
gle. What is your view on that ? 

A. That is not correct because we are in 
contact with these forces at home. And, even 
apart from Iha~ the internal forces cannot 
succeed without armed struggle. We are the 
main force that must redeem the country be
cause we have the means to arm our people 
there. These people are in contact with us 
and we will take action to defend in court 
those who were arrested, and the people 
know this. Talk like that is an atlempt to 
destroy the struggle in the country. I don't 
know about ANC, but, as far as PAC is con
cerned, we know that we are in contact with 
the masses there. We have made a contribu
tion to their work so we have no worry 
about that. 

Q. How does PAC see the chances for 
generalised warfare in Southern Africa· 
that is, how likely is it that warfare wit/ 
spill over beyond the borders of the indi
vidual countries to engulf the wllole region 
How likely is this possibility and what do 
you see as the probable line-up of forces? 

A. There is this possibility in view of the 
intervention of the super powers. This is 
obvious. U.S. imperialism and Soviet Social 
imperialism are interested in the affairs of 
Southern Africa and they have interfered 
there. On the basis of this it is obvious that 
not only a racial war but also the whole 
region is likely lo be engulfed in terrific 
warfare even worse than that in Viet Nam. 
But, in our view, if there should be such a 
war, ii would be advantageous to us. If 
there should be a third world war today it 
would be advantageous to the Azania revol
ution because such a war will enable us to 
win an even quicker victory. We will be 
able lo point out to our people the dangers 
and advantages of this type of war and we 
will be able to mobilize even those who are 

• not yet clear on what is involved. There
fore, we say that a super power war that 
would engulf Southern Africa will be ad
vantageous to our revolution. When there 
is peace an~ no war. there i~ no advantage 
and we suffer a geat deal 

m the coalition an m e1r open e er" 
lo RCL, thereby laying the basis for further 
unprincipledness between the two organi
zations. 

Practically, LPR has not met with RCL 
to begin to resolve our differences by seek· 
ing common ground on major questions while 
reserving our differences on minor questions. 

We are now approaching May Day 1978 
and LPR(ML) has proposed that we main
tain our coalition and do joint work for 
that event. The RCL intends to make 
public its self-criticism for the errors ii 
committed around IWWD and to in-practice 
repudiate what has been incorrect in our 
theory and actual work. If LPR(ML) can 
see past their subjective view 9f themselves 
and also make honest self-criticism for 
their incorrect lines and errors, then we 
should be on the way to a much better 
organized May Day event. Comradely yours, 

RCL (M-l- M) 
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Revolutionary Review 
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WAR 
POPULAR 

The reason we say War, is because within 
the broad spectrum of popular culture, the 
same class struggle goes on as goes on 
throughout the rest of the society. The 
struggle between the working masses of 
people who are the exploited majority, and 
the exploiting minority, the bourgeoisie. 
Basically, we ought to know, that it is a 
struggle for dominance. The bourgeoisie 
do no work, but because they own and 
control the means of producing wealth-
factories, machines, land, oil wells, com
mun.ications, transportation---they also 
control and use most of . that wealth for 
their own selfish interests while the 
majority of people are ripped off and own 
nothing really but the muscle in their arms, 
while many are even without jobs in a land 
of plenty. 

It was Karl Marx who laid out scientifi
cally the nature of capitalist society in his 
great work, CAPITAL. It was Marx who 
transformed socialism from a utopian desire 
for a communalistic society where none are 
exploited or oppressed into a science, and 
this is why we hooor him, and try to apply 
the science of Marxism to present day 
capitalist societies all over the world, to 
eliminate capitalism ard build socialism, 
under the revolutionary dictatorship of the 
proletariat. In the cootemporary era, we say 
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought to 
take into consideration the great contribu
tions to the treasure house of revolutionary 
Marxism great revolutionaries like Lenin of 
Russia and Mao Tsetung of China made to 
the revolutionary science. 

One thing that Marx pointed out was that 
the most important aspect of society was 
the economic base, that is, how did the 
society get its food, clothing and shelter, 
because unless it could answer these 
questions it could not exist. The method 
by which food, clothing and shelter is 
provided is the mode of production, and 
all of the ideas, customs, institutions 
to rise in the society actually reflect that 
economic base. The economic base of 
contempoial'f US society is capitalist, 
this means that the superstructure, i.e., all 
the ideology, institulioos, customs, reli
~ion reflect that economic base of capita
lism. So that US schools are capitalist 
schools which teach a capitalist education-
the prevailing philosophy spread around is 
capitalism, justifying the rule of the rich and 
the continued exploitation and oppression of 
the workers and poor. 

What passes as popular culture is for the 
most part capitalist oriented. So !hat even 
thoud) it mid)I be more obvious that so-
called classical music, ballet, and the 
painfing in the art galleries. and museums 
reflect the ideology and rule of the bour
geoisie and the justification of the domin
ation of the rich in society which they 
control. Whal you read in newspapers, hear 
on the radio for the most part, see on tele
visioo, even in the sports arenas and sta
diums, are for the most part, creations of 
capita I ism. In fact the bourgeoisie even 

IN 
CULTURE 

Let's take a brief look at various areas 
of popular entertainment, i.e., which use 
forms that are popular but which contain to 
various degrees the enemy phi losophy of 
capitalism. A random look at some of the 
popular films being shown now will tell us 
a great deal. The biggest grosser money 
wise, which means that the most people 
have filed past the box office to see it, is 
STAR WARS. The popularity of STAR WARS 
is already legendart, and certainly the 
bourgeoisie will always tell you their wares 
are popular even before they are, to make 
them popular, and to a certain extent this 
is true with STAR. WARS, but also an 
enormous amount of people have seen it, 
and many, the media says, have liked it. 
The film itself, in its form is a children's 
science fiction film, with cute robots as 
the partial heroes of the fi lm. But not only 
is the film science fiction dealing with 
rockets, spacecraft, and another lime and 
another solar system, another galaxy, ii 
says-- but also this ilick is heavy on the 
metaphysics telling us about the FORCE, 
a mysterious energy form which is a medium 
for telepathy or combat. (The bourgeoisie 
are pushing metap.hys1cs and mys.ticism 
versus reality, eg, THE EXORCIST, 1&2) 
The heroes are fighting against the forces 
of the Empire, and the empire is represented 
by a figure dressed in science fiction 
knight's armor. We never see his face, and 
the armor, of course, proper for a villain, 
is black. And the voice is that of James 
Earl Jones. Plus, the villain's name is 
Darth Vader, which is a gloss on Dark 
Invader. Of course the blonde blue eyed 
heroes finally wipe out Dark Invader with 
the help of the mystical Force. Another 
interesting insidit is a scene in an inter
galatic bar, and the residents of the various 
other 1>lanets look like the animals of this 
planet--meaning that the most intelligent 
life in the universe is the blonde blue eyed 
ones--you guessed it huh? 

Bui check out THE DEEP in which all 
the villains are black, and Lou Gossett 
who got famous in ROOTS, playing a we II 
meaning Tom, is now the villain, so terri
fying he actually makes a white woman take 
off her blouse and views her uncovered 
bosoms. For this effroot he is eaten by a 
shark horribly. 

In SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER which 
has some good aspects the main jolt, of 
course, as usual, is that they lake the 
lives of blacks and Puerto Ricans or of 
any oppressed nationality and give those 
lives to whites. Whether ii is Paul Newman 
on a chain gang in COOL HAND LUKE, or 

John Travolta as the Disco Whiz m SATUR
DAY NIGHT FEVER. There is no doubt 
that the white working class is linked to 
the whole disco life too, but its initiators & 
innovators are the dark skinned nationalities. 
One moment of truth is when Travolta, after 
a disco contest sees the hypocrisy of him 
winning the award from the Puerto Rican 
couple who do the Spanish hustle and so 
he gives up the award. Too bad we don't 
see that happen when they give out the 
Grammys, Emmys and Pop Music Awards. 
They tell us the greatest performer of the 
year is Fleetwood Mac ... sure among white 
middle class -teenagers. One performer 
after another that receives these awards 
is no doubt a star to the white middle 
class. But then there is only one award 
given to Stevie Wonder, to let you know 
they are still in the world somehow. But 
the plain out racism and national chau
vinism of these awards is obvious, just 
as it is in society. Or what about Helen 
Reddy after a couple years of zooming into 
the public eye singing I AM A WOMAN and 
being instantly acclaimed as a spokes
person for women's struggle, now hippity 
happily with a make believe dragon in Walt 
Disney's Pete's Dragon. Instant Fame, 
Instant Stardom, Instant Money! Did Aretha, 
Sarah Vaud)an, Ella Fitzgerald, Dionne 
Warwick, ever make any instant Ii Im bill
ions--not on your life ... Barbara S•eisand, 
the old Aretha Franklin imitator has made 
millions in films. And while there is nothing 
wrong with people learning from one another, 
the depriving system of national oppression 
that is normal with capitalism makes us 
bitter because The Osmonds can imitate the 
Jackson Five, and come up with a National 
TV show--its an old story, Benny Goodman 
is the King of Swing while Basie and El ling
ton still play one nidit stands, like Paul 
Whiteman was the King of Jazz, if so, 

Black women are the most oppressed among 
the oppressed.- The vicious forces of capi
talism and national oppression have enslaved 

Capitalism- Enemy! 
cont. from pg l . 

throud) the dictatorship of the proletariat 
under socialism, the only alternative to 
this dying capitalist system. The struggles 
of working and oppressed women are part of 
the workers movement, and this oppression 
can only be solved with the elimination of 
the, system that is responsible for it, Capi
talism (private profit, public poverty). 

"As women increasingly join the revolu
tionary movement and struggle for various 
reforms (in society, in work places, daycare, 
etc.) and for revolutionary change, the ruline 
class inevitably employs its dual tat.'tics of 
force and deceptioo in an attempt to destroy, 
dP.fuse the crowing struggle of working women. 
In terms of deception, it promotes its own 
bourgeois versioo of women's emancipation. 
Countless magazines, cosmetics, cigarettes, 
clothes and so on for the 'liberated' women 
appear, (ie., Cosmopolitian, Virginia Slims). 
Articles and interviews appear in the 
capitalist newspaper and magazines, on 
televisioo and radio, about 'women's libe
ration'. Bourgeois experts on the question 
are thrust forward, fads are created, the 
whole problem is surrounded with mystifi
cation, metaphysical noosense and blatant 

Ellingtoo, Louie Armstrong, and Fletcher 
Hendersoo must have been its Gods! 

The National oppression still operates 
as grimly and terrifyingly as ever. In the 
60's we spoke of Black Ar!, that black 
images would help l iberate us. In the 70's 
check out the black images of What's Hap
penin and The Jeffersons. What Happenin 
is just mindless, and The Jeffersons fea
tures a middle class negro with a maid who 
has made the cries of black liberation in 
the 60's turn into disconnected negative 
comments about whiles which are really 
putdowns of the revolutionary nationalism 
associated with heroes like Malcolm X. You 
think mins!relsey is dead? Hah, well check 
out Baretta or Starsky & Hutch. If Bare!!a's 
pimp Rooster ain't a minstrel there never 
was one, and Huggy Bear with Starsky & 
Hutch, is a tragic case of a good actor 
reduced to shuffling for a living or a dying-
lake your pick. Why was Stepin Fe!chil worse 
than Huggy Bear and Rooster? No way, it's 
the same thing, slander of blacks and of poor 
people in general. 

And when the bourgeoisie tells you you're 
going to see reality, that they're going to 
!ell it l ike it is, then you really better watch 
out, because the Irick is getting ready to go 
down deep! 

Check SHORT EYES, !he new fi lm by pro
mising Puerto Rican writer, Miguel Pinero. 
After the flaming language, and look into the 
slam as it supposedly really is, what are we 
left with. The Iheme of the flick seems to 
be everybody in jail turns queer, which is 
not even close to the truth. So what's the 
point? And then to top it off, Pinero then 
shows up with a story he writes for Barella, 
in which he actually is featured as a Latino 
sidekick of the great Capitalist enforcer 
Barella. A really amazing sellout, so quick
ly, we thought Pinero had much more heart 
than that. 

Also the Italian people are constantly 
being putdown and berated in so-called 
popular media. Most of the daytime tele
vision villains are Italians, even in 
children's movies like SUMMER DOG, the 
villain is, you guessed it, an Italian cri
minal. Why not some villains named Rocke
feller, Dupont, Morgan, Ford? They are the 
real villains of this society! 

(TO BE CONTINUED NEXT fSSUE) 

black women, thus they are amongst the 
best fighters against this evil system of 
oppression. 

lies." (Australian Communist No. 82, p99) 
These attempts to divert and destroy the 
struggles of working women have been 
unsuccessful. Despite the efforts of the 
ruling class and despite the legal and 
social discrimination to which working 
women are subject under capitalism, women 
have and are playing a tremendous part in 
the workers movement all over the world. 
EDITORIAL NOTE: 

This article was excerpted from a longer 
;;iticle, which went 011 to explain that ti1e 
ba~ic cootradiction in U.S. monopoly capi
talism is the contradictioo between social 
production and capitalist appropriation, 
i.e., it takes tens of millions of workers 
to produce the commodities that make the 
U.S. rich, yet a small handful of super
billionaire capitalists steal the fruit of 
the labor of the workers, and give them 
slave wages in exchange. One trick the 
capitalists use is to try to make people 
afraid of communism, but the people 
aren't afraid of communism, because they 
are understanding more and more each 
~ay that it is capitalism that is exploit
ing, oppressing and killing the people 
each and every day! -the end-
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Dialectical and Historical Materialism: 
From History of the Communist Party Soviet Union 

(Bolshevik) 1939 

JOSEPH STALIN 

In conformity with the change and de-
velopment of the productive forces of 
so~iety in the course of history, men's re
lations of production, their economic re
lations also changed and developed. 

Five main types of relations of pro
duction are known to history: primitive 
communal, slave, feudal, capitalist and 
Socialist. 

The basis of the relations of produc
tion under the primitive communal sys
tem is that the means of production are 
socially owned. This in the main corresponds 
to the character of the productive forces 
of that period. Stone tools, and, later, the 
bow and arrow, precluded the possibility 
of men individually combating the forces of 
nature and beasts of prey. In order to ga
ther the fruits of the forest, to catch the fish 
to build some sort of habitation, men were' 
obliged to work in common if they did not 
want to die of starvation, or fall victim to 
beasts of prey or to neighboring societies. 
Laoour in common led to the common owner
ship of the means of production, as well as 
of the fruits of production. Here the con
ception of private ownership of the means 
of production did not yet exist, except for 
the personal ownership of certain imple
ments of production which were at the same 
time means of defence against beasts of prey. 

_______________ Here there was no exploitation, no classes. 
The basis of the relations of production 

under the slave system is that the slave own
er owns the means of production; he also 
owns the worker in production-the slave, 
whom he can sell, purchase, or kill as 
though he were an animal. Such relations of 
production in the main correspond to the 
state of the productive forces of that period. 
Instead of stone tools, men now have metal 
tools at their command; instead of the 
wretched and primitive husbandry of the hun
ter, who knew neither pasturage, nor tillage, 
there now appears pasturage, tillage, handi
crafts, and a division of labour between 
these branches of production. There appears 
the possibility of the exchange of products 
between individuals and between societies, 
of the accumulation of wealth in the hands of 
a few, the actual accumulation of the means 
of production in the hands of a minority, and 
the possibi lily of subjugation of the majoiity 
by a minority and their conversion into slaves. 
Here we no longer find the common and free 
labour of all the members of society in the 
production process-here there prevails the 
forced labour of slaves, who are exploited 
by the non-labouring slave owners. Here, 
therefore, there is no common ownership of 
the means of production or of the fruits of 
production. It is replaced by private owner
ship. Here the slave owner appears as the 
prime and principal property owner in the 
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In contrast, an instance in which the re
lations of production completely correspond 
to the character of the productive forces is 
the Socialist national economy of the U.S.S.R., 
where the social ownership of the means of 
production fully corresponds lo the social 
character of the process of production, and 
where, because of this, economic crises 
and the destruction of productive forces 
are unknown. 

Consequently, the productive forces are 
not only the most mobile and revolutionary 
element in production, but are also the de
termining element in the development of 
production. 

Whatever are the productive forces such 
must be the relations of production. 

While the state of the productive forces 
furnishes an answer to the question--with 
what instruments of production do men pro
duce the material values they need?--lhe 
stale of the relations of production furni
shes the answer lo another question--who 
owns the MEANS OF PRODUCTION (the 
land, forests, waters, mineral resources, 
raw materials, instruments of production, 
production premises, means of transporta
tion and communication, etc.), who com
mands the means of production, whether the 
whole of society, or individual persons, 
groups, or classes which utilize them for 
the exploitation of other persons, groups 
or classes? 

Here is a rough picture of the develop
ment of productive forces from ancient 
times to our day. The transition from 
crude stone tools lo the bow and arrow, and 
the accompanying transition from the life of 
hunters to the domestication of animals and 
primitive pasturage; the transition from 
stone tools lo metal tools (the iron axe, 
the wooden plough fitted with an iron col
ter, etc.), with a corresponding transition 
to tillage and agriculture; a further improve
ment in metal tools for the working up of 
materials, the introduction of the black
smith's bellows. the introduction of pottery, 
with a corresponding development of handi
crafts, the seperation of handicrafts from a
griculture, the development of an indepen
dent handicraft industry and subsequently 
of manufacture; the transition from handi
craft tools lo machines and the transforma
tion of handicraft and manufacture into ma
chine industry; the transition to the ma
chine system and the rise of modern 
large-scale machine industry--such is a 
general and far from complete picture of 
the productive forces of society in the course 
of man's history. II will be clear that the de
velopment and improvement of the instruments 
of production were effected by men who 
were related to production, and not indepen
dently of men; and, consequently, the 
change and development of the instruments 
of production were accompanied by a 
change and development of men, as the 
most important element of the productive 
forces, by a change and development of 
their production experience, their labour 
skill, their ability to handle the instruments 
of production. 

full sense of the term. 
Rich and poor, exploiters and exploited, 

people with full rights and people with no 
rights, and a fierce class struggle between 
them-such is the picture of the slave 
system. 

The basis of the relations of production 
under the feudal system is that the feudal 
lord owns the means of production and does 
not fully own the worker in production-the 
serf, whom the feudal lord can no longer 
kill, but whom he can buy and sell. Along
side of the feudal ownership there exists in
dividual ownership by the peasant and the 
handicraftsman of his implements of produc
tion and his private enterprise based on his 
personal labour. Such relations of production 
in the main correspond to the state of the pro
ductive forces of that period. Further improve
ments in the smelting and working of iron; 
the spread of the iron plough and the loom; 
the further development of agriculture; hor
ticulture, viniculture and dairyin~; the ap
pearance of manufactories alongside of the 
handicraft workshops-such are the char
acteristic features of the state of the 
productive forces. 

The new productive forces demand that 
the labourer shall display some kind of ini
tiative in production and an inclination for 
work, an interest in work. The feudal lord 
therefore discards the slave, as a labourer 
who has no interest in work and is entirely 
without initiative, and prefers lo deal with 
t~e serf, who has his own husbandry, im
plements of production, and a certain interest 
in work essential for the cultivation of the 
land and for the payment in kind of a part of 
his harvest to the feudal lord. 

Here private ownership is further devel
oped. Exploitation is nearly as severe as ii 
was under slavery-it is only slightly mitiga
ted. A class struggle between exploiters and 
exploited is the principal feature of the 
feudal system. The End 
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Concerning Dialectics 
MAO TSE-TUNG 1893-1976 

Unity and Struggle of Opposites 
Concerning dialectics Lenin said, 

"In brief, dialectics can be defined as 
the doctrine of the unity of opposites. 
This grasps the kernel of "dialectics, but 
it requires explanations and development." 
It is our job to explain and develop the 
doctrine. II needs to be explained and 
so far we have done too little. And it 
needs to be developed; with our rich 
experience in revolution, we ought to 
develop this doctrine. Lenin also said, 
"Tne unity (coincidence, identity, equal 
action) of opposites is conditional, temp
orary, transitory, relative. The struggle 
of mutually exclusive opposites is absolute 
just as development and motion are absolute:" 
Proceeding from this concept, we have advanced 
the policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom 
and a hundred schools of thought contend. 

Truth stands in contrast lo falsehood 
and develops in struggle with it. The 
beautiful stands in contrast to the ugly 
and develops in struggle with it. The same 
holds true of good and bad,that is, good 
deeds and good people stand in contrast 
lo bad deeds and bad people and develop 
in struggle with them. In short, fragrant 
flowers stand in contrast to poisonous 
weeds and develop in struggle with them. 
II is a dangerous policy lo prohibit people 
from coming into contact with the false, 
the ugly and hostile, with idealism and 
metaphysics and wi)h tne twaddle of 
Confucius, Lao Tzu and Chiang Kai
shek II will lead lo mental deterior
ation, one-track minds, and unprepa
redness lo face the world and meet challenges. 

In philosophy. materialism and idealism 
form a unity of opposites and struggle with 
each other. The same is true of another 
pair of opposites, dialectics and metaphy
sics. Whenever one talks about philosophy 
one cannot do without these two pairs of 
opposites. Now in the Soviet Union they 
wi II have nothing to do with such "µairs" 
but are going in only for " sin~les". 
asserting tnat only fragrant flowers, but not 

poisonous weeds, grow there, and denying 
the existence of idealism and metaphysics 
in a socialist country. As a matter of fact 
idealism, metaphysics and poisonous weeds 
are found in every country. In the Soviet 
Union many of the poisonous weeds appear 
in the nam~ of fragrant flowers, and many a1>
surd statements bear the label of materialism 
or socialist realism. We openly recognize 
the struggle between materialism and ideal
ism, between dialectics and metaphysics, 
and between fragrant flowers and poisonous 
weeds. This struggle will go on forever and 
and wi II move a step forward at every stage. 
·If you comrades here already know ma
terialism and dialectics, I would like to ad
vise you lo supplement your knowledge 
by some study of their opposites, that is 
idealism and metaphysics. You should read 
Kant and Hegel and Confucius and Chiang 
Kai-shek, which are all negative stuff. If you 
know nothing about idealism and metaphysics, 
if you have never waged any struggle against 
them, your materialism and dialectics will 
not oe solid. The shortcoming of some of 
our Party memoers and intellectuals is pre
cisely that they know too little about the 

negative stuff. Having read a few books by 
Marx, they just repeat what is in them and 
sound rather monotonous. Their speeches and 
articles are not convincing. If you don't stu
dy the negative stuff, you won't be able to re
fute. Neither Marx nor Engels nor Lenin 
was like that. They made great efforts to 
learn and study all sorts of things, contemp
~rary _and past, and taught other people to do 
!1kew1se. The three component parts of Marx
ism came into being in the course of their 
study of_, as well as their struggle with, such 
bourgeois things as German classical philo-: 
sophy, English classical political economy 
and French utopian socialism. In this re
spect Stalin was not as good. For instance 
in his time, German classical idealist philo: 
sophy was described as a reaction on the 
part of the German aristocracy to the French 
revolution. This conclusion totally negates 
German classical idealist philosophy. Stalin 
negated German military science, alleging 
that 11 was no longer of any use and that 
books by Clausewitz should no longer be 
read since the Germans had been defeated. 

Stalin had a fair amount of metaphysics 
in him and he taught many people to follow 
metaphysics. In the HISTORY OF THE COM
MUN 1ST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 
(Bolsheviks), Short Course, Stalin says that 
Marxist dialectics has f9ur principal features. 
As the first feature he talks of the inter
connection of all things, as if all things happen
ed lo be interconnected for no reason at all. 
What then are the things that are intercon
nected? II is the two contradictory aspects 
of a thing that are interconnected. Every
thing has two contradictory a~pects. As the 
fourth feature he talks of the internal con
tradiction in all things, but then he deals 
only with the struggle of opposites, without 
mentioning their unity. According to the Da
sie law of dialectics, the unity of opposites 
there is at once struggle and unity between 
opposites, which are both mutually exclu
sive and interconnected and which under 
given conditions transform themselves into 
each other. 

Stalin's viewpoint is reflected in the en
try on 'identity' on the SHORTER DICTION
ARY OF PHILOSOPHY, fourth edition, com
piled in the Soviet Union It said there: 
"There can be no identity between war and 
peace, between the bourgeoisie and the pro
letariat, between life and death and other 
such phenomena, because they are fundamen
tally opposed lo each other and mutually ex
clusive." In other words, between these fun
damentally opposed phenomer,a there is no id
entity in the Marxist sense; rather, they are 
solely mutually exclusive, not intercon
nected, and incapable of transforming them
selves into each other under given conditions. 
This interpielation is utterly wrong. 

In their view, war is war and peace is 
peace, the two are mutually exclusive and 
entirely unconnected, and war cannot be 
transformed into peace, nor peace into war. 
Lenin quoted Clausewitz,"War is the con
tinuation of politics by other means." Strug
gle in peace-lime is politics, so is war, 
though certain special means are used. War 
and peace are both mutually exclusive and 
interconnected and can be lranslormed into 
each other under given conditions. If war is 

cont. Pl 11 
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Chairman Mao studying o military map in northern Shensi in 1947 while directing 
the reot People's War of Libe,ation. 

Unity of Opposites· 
cont. from pg 1 O 

not brewing in peace-time, how can it pos
sibly break out all of a sudden? If peace is 
not brewing in wartime, how can it sudden-
ly come about? . 

If life and death cannot be transformed into 
each other, then please tell me where living 
things come from. Originally the~e. was only 
non-living matter on earth, and living things 
did not come into existence until later, when 
they were transformed from non-living matter, 
that is dead matter, All living matter under
goes a' process of metabolism: it grows, re
produces and perishes. While lit~ is in prog
ress life and death are engaged 1n a constant 
struggle and are being transformed into each 
other all the time. 

If the oourgeoisie and the proletariat can
not transform themselves into each other, how 
come that through revolution the proletariat be 
comes the ruler and the bourgeoisie the ruled? 
For instance, we stood in diametrical opposi
tion to Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang. As a 
result of the mutual struggle and the mutual 
exclusion of the two opposing sides, a change 
took place in our status and theirs, that is, 
they turned from the ruler into the ruled, where 
-as we turned from the ruled into the ruler. 
Those who fled to Taiwan were only one
tenth of the Kuomintang, those remaining on 
the mainland accounting for nine-tenths. 
The latter are being remoulded by us; this 
Is a case of the unity or opposites under new 
circumstances. As for the one-tenth who have 
gone to Taiwan, our relationship with them 
is still a unity of opposites, and they, too, 
wi II be transformed through struggle. 

Stalin failed to see the connection between 
the struggle of opposites and the unity of op
posites. Some people in the Soviet Unioo are 
so metaphysical and rigid in their thinking 
that they think a thing has to be either one 
or the other, refusing to recognize the unity 
of opposites. Hence, political mistakes are 
made. We adhere to the concept of the unity 
of opposites and adopt the policy of letting 
a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred 
schools of thought contend. When fragrant 
flowers are blossoming, you will inevitably 
find poisonous weeds growing. T~is is no
thing to be afraid of, under given hnditions 
they can even be turned to good account. 

Some phenomena are unavoidable at a 
given time, and after their occurrence a way 
will be found to cope with them. For exam
ple, in the past rigid control was exercised 
over the repertory of drama and this or that 
piece was banned, Once the ban was lifted, 
all sorts of plays about ghosts and monsters 
such as THE STORY OF A HAUNTED BLAC 
BASIN and RETRIBUTION BY THE GOD OF 
THUNDER appeared on the stage. What do 
you think of this phenomenon? I think their 
appearance is all to the good. Many people 
have never seen ghosts and monsters on the 
stage, and when they see these ugly images, 
they will realize that things are being staged 
which should not be staged. Then these shows 
wi II be criticized, changed or banned. Some 
say that a few local operas are so bad that 
even the local people disapprove of them. In 
my opinion, it is all right to stage some of 
them. Let practice decide whether they can 
survive and how large an audience they wi II 
draw, so don't be in a rush to ban them. 

We have now decided to increase the cir
culation of NEWS FOR REFERENCE from 
2,000 to 400,000 so that it can be read by 
people both inside and outside the Party. 
This is a case of a Communist Party pu
Dlishing a newspaper for imperialism, a~. it 
even carries reactionary statements v111-
fying us. Why should we do this? The pur
pose is to put poisonous weeds and what 
is non-Marxist and anti-Marxist before our 
comrades before the masses and the demo
cratic pe;sonages, so that they can be t~m~r
ed. Don't seal these things up, otherwise 11 
would be dangerous. In this respect 011r ap
proach is different from that of the Soviet 
Union. Why is vaccination necessary? A 

virus is artificial y intro uce into a man's 
body to wage "germ warfare" against him 
in order to bring about immunity. The pub
lication of NEWS FOR REFERENCE and 
other negative teaching material is "vac
cination" to increase the political immu-

nity :~fd~f:::Wm.:fM::f~~.~~~W· 
This passage by Mao Tsetung is 

a lesson in dialectics and helps us 
to see how we should apply dialectics 
to our revolutionary tasks today, free 
from idealism and metaphysics. This 

~c ~L~~\tl.:1;~,,,,~=~~-~.,,!;~~,!~~ \';m 
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slav'e wages, e orrors o cfi1 a or in 
America, and unsafe, indecent housing 
conditions. Again, in 1908 on March 8, 
garment workers from New York's Lower 
East Side demonstrated and went on 
strike to end the same oppressive and 
exploitative conditions. The very same 
day, needle workers in Chicago struck 
for equality and freedom from these 
oppressive conditions. Women are the 
most oppressed of the oppressed; their 
just struggle could not be turned around. 
The International Congress of Socialist 
Women made March 8th International 
Working Women's Day in 1910 based on 
a proposal from Clara Zelkin, an outstan_d
ing communist fighter. And the working 
class has commemorated this day each 
year since 1911, and sponsors demo
strations, rallies and programs to raise the 
class consci011sness of the broad masses 
around the Woman Question. 

The woman question is a class question 
that can only be resolved by socialist 
revolution in the US; it is a strategic 
question and a component part of pro
letarian revolution. Women are certainly 
not a minority; they are at least one half 
of the working class and other oppressed 
peoples who will push histo!y _forwa~d 
by destroying monopoly cap1tal1sm 1n 
the U.S. and reordering society by building 
socialism under the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. This dictatorship o_f ~he 
majority of the people over the minority 
of exploiters must put down the resist
ance of the exploiters and oppressors, 
and act as a i,.iarantee for women and 
other oppressed peoples that they will 
never again suffer the oppression, 
exploitation and misery at the filthy 
hands of the bourgeoisie. 

This correct Marxist-Leninist line 
on the woman question is a powerful blow 
against the c011nter-revolutionary bour
geois I ine on the woman question! 
"Since oppression of woman has its 
social roots in private ownership and 
class exploitation, and thorough change 
in the unequal status of working women 
can be achieved only through revolution, 
through the elimination of private 
ownership and the exploiting classes. 
Precisely because of this the great 
task of the complete liberation of woman 
falls on the shoulders of the proletariat 
whose historical missioo is to eliminate 
private ownership and class exploitation. 
Hence, woman's liberation cannot but 
be a component part of the proletarian 
revolution. Since the women's rights 
movements of the bourgeoisie pursue 
'equality of the sexes' in form, and do 
not take into account classes and class 
struggle and are divorced from the social 
revolutionary movement, they can only 
side-track the women's liberatioo move
ment." (WOMEN HOLD UP HALF THE SKY) 

All genuine forces must begin _now 
organizing for better IWWD celebrations 
in 1979, ones that will reach much 
broader strata of workers and other 
oppressed people with a revolutionary 
line showing the path to women's 
equality and socialism. 

bearing on the essay we are running on 
this page, "Dialectical and Historical 
Materialism", taken from the text of 
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CRITICISM & SELF CRITICISM BY RCL[M-L-MJ 
Response to Open Letter bv LPR [M ·LI 

Response to Open Letter of League for 
Proletarian Revolution (M-L) to Revolu
tionary Communist League (M-L-M) 

TO THE COMRADES OF LPR (M-L) 

We first want to raise our criticism of 
the method which your organization chose 
to make criticism of the IWWD Coalition '78 
and of the groups within it. We are of the 
firm opinion that many of the contradictions 
that exist between our two organizations 
have not been given a proper arena to be 
resolved. We have approached your organiza
tion time and again on the need to meet and 
fully discuss our intra-organizational rela
tionships. Over the past two years, we have 
not met! Although the RCL (MLM) takes some 
responsibility in failing to make these meet
ings a reality, we feel the principle criticism 
must be directed at LPR (ML) who has con
sistently failed to meet, yet has maintained 
they are upholding the principle of Marxist
Leninists unite. Certainly, as Marxist
Leninists who must adopt a dialectical 
materialist approach in analyzing and 
resolving contradictions, the RCL firmly 
believes that small and petty differences 
can go on and on and develop into major and 
principal differences if they are left un
addressed. We feel that this may be the 
case at hand and we are openly repeating 
our desire to meet and begin resolving our 
differences through the process of Unity
Criticism-Unity. 

In your open letter, you have distorted 
many of the lines and positions of RCL 
which has served to further muddy the 
waters and confuse independent forces 
involved. There is no reason to create 
straw men for the sake of scoring points. 
If Marxists-Leninists are really serious 
about uniting, then we should sl?rt from 
facts and rely on scientific analysis to 
understand them. 

You criticized the tactical plan for the 
IWWO Coalition by stating that the RCL 
(MLM) supported a proposal that the IWWD 
event should be aimed at Marxists-Leninists 
and the advanced. The tactical plan was 
drawn up by a member of the Anti-lmper
ial ist Cultural Union (AICU), in the name of 
AICU. The AICU is a mass cultural organi
zation which is separate and independent of 
RCL, although it is a fact that the two organ
izations work closely together. The RCL did 
not participate in drawing up the tactical 
plan and is not responsible for the line that 
was presented. Facts affirm that RCL 
openly criticized the tactical plan and con:-

firmed its line that IWWD should be aimed mass activity - but we are resolu.tely op-
al the broad masses. In this meeting, the posed lo the spontaneous and sectarian char-
AICU had self-criticism around the plan and acter of a "left-bloc parade", which is our 
retracted that aspect of the plan aiming at view of what you proposed. If Y~ really 
the Coalition uniting Marxist-Leninists. understand the "left"-bloc mentality and 
There is no need to merge AICU and RCL can unite around the fact that "left' dis-
in this struggle - they are completely lortions of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung 
different organizations. Thoug~t are not one_ 10ta b~tt.er than nghl 

Your line that the RCL did not want a. distortions of Marx1sm-Lenin1sm-Mao Tse 
mass event was your own creation and you Thought, then rou w_ould not have taken 
further built this straw man by raising the up _valuab!e . time in . several meetings 
March versus indoor program question. But pushing this incorrect I me. 
what are the facts? You entered the Coali- Marches definitely take a higher level of 
lion al a point where plans for an indoor planning and organization than the kind of 

indoor event we planned. In past IWWD's 
the planning and organizing of the march 
has taken several months. Did LPR really 
believe that such a task could be pulled 
off in 30 days? In our view, a mass march 
means that ii has the participation and 
support of the masses. We don't be I ieve 
that a small group of Marxisl-Leninisls 
and advanced forces who parade through 
working class communities constitute a 
mass march. In our history, we have 
participated in and organized a significant 
number of marches and we must look at 
positive and negative experiences. While 
we recall the _60,000 people who poured 
out into the streets for ALD '72, after 
months of hard work and preparation; we 
also recall the poor planning that led to 
a dismal march of approximately 40-50 
people who appeared in Brownsvi lie lo 
demonstrate against police brutality. Nol 
only were the Marxist-Leninists and ad
vanced forces sitting ducks for the agents 
of the bourgeoisie to photograph and iden
tify - but not a SINGLE member of the 
Brownsville Community joined this march. 
In discussing the question of ·a march, LPR 
was asked repeatedly what concrete plans 
they had for the implementation of a truly 
mass march and repeatedly they could offer 

v .i. Lenin, great leader and teacher of the nothing but a march in the abstract. we also 
Russian Revolution taught us a Party pe- want to point out that a mass march is not 
rishes if it conceals its mistakes, if ii determined by the number of people that are 

_f_ea;..r_s _c_r_it;..ic;..is .... m;.._ .... an .... d_ .... se_I_f _c_rit.,ic_is_m_._ in them. Every mass march wi 11 not be made 
event were already on t~e table. You up of 60,000 or even 1,000 people. Bui at 
raised that the event could not really be of the same time, we see no point in advancing 
a mass character unless it was a March. the line that a march can be mass in char-
In presenting your line, you could not acter without the participation of the masses 
present even one concrete plan you had in it, which means much more than parading 
for organizing a march WITHIN 30 DAYS through their community! 
yet you even went so far as to propose One further note on the march - RCL 
that there should be a March and outdoor never said it would split the coalition on 
rally ONLY thereby liquidating the concrete the question of an LPR led march. What we 
work for the indoor event by the AICU. did say is that we would not co-sponsor a 

We want it to be perfectly clear that RCL march that would be spontaneous and sec-
has no opposition to marches as a form of tarian in its character. We went on to say 

that we would march along with LPR(ML) if 
you had a march because we see your organ
ization as genuine. Bui we did not want to 
be listed as sponsors since we opposed the 
plans being put forward. However we chose 
our right to criticize what we saw as a "left" 
error and struggled against this line in the 
coalition based on it being a "left" error. 

At the point where LPR had filibustered 
several meetings on the question of this 
"left"-bloc parade and were finally defeated 
on the question, they still asked if they 
could continue to raise the issue again at 
the next coalition meeting where other 
organizations were expected lo attend. The 
coalition unanimously united aroond the 
point that they could raise their line, even 
though ii had been defeated. In this posi
tion, the coalition pointed out, however, 
that the line should not be raised in an 
obstructionist way. That the next meeting 
should deal primarily with the program on 
which we had unity and that the march 
question should follow that discussion and 
not precede or interrupt it. At the end of the 
meeting LPR (M·L) united with us on this 
point and that letters of invitation would 
go out lo other groops stating that the 
purpose of the coalition would be lo have 
an indoor event of a mass character to 
celebrate IWWD. 

In a totally philistine manner, the LPR 
showed up at an RCL event less than a 
day after the meeting, with their open 
letter of "criticisms" and announced they 

: were leaving the body of groops who was 
leading the event. We feel that if LPR 
did not unite with the coalition, they 
should have raised it open and above 
board and not disrupt the event. To come 
back, hours later, and announce a complete 
reversal in their position without first 
raising their departure to the coalition 
itself, was incorrect. 

In all honesty, RCL's representative must 
do self-criticism for subjectively and 
spontaneously putting forward People In 
Struggle Against Imperialism (PIS) lo form 
part of the leading and sponsoring groups 
of the coalition. Not knowing the exact 
state of affairs in the development of PIS, 
RCL's representatives put their name 
forward for this coalition leadership. And 
instead of repudiating this error, RCL made 
the center of its line struggle with LPR, 
the erroneous statements put forward by 
LPR saying that PIS had told them in one 
meeting that they were about to liquidate 

· themselves. The initial error was clearly 
· RCL's for involving a young anti-imperi
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UNITE T~.S: Iv.ANY 
UNITY&. STRUG(;LE NEEDS SUSTAINERS AND CONTRIBUtORSI 

Due to a series of internal and external factors, our paper has suffered 
and continues to suffer from a sev'ere financial crisis. The primary internal factor 
has been right errors inside our organization. which belittles the decisive role of 
propaganda. but this paper coming.out is a reflection of our struggle against this 
right opportuqism. It is a struggle that must ccintinuet At the same time, we are 
publishing this paper under some difficult external conditions, and the under
minding effects of this system of monopoly capitalism on its deathbed, take their 
toll o·n the production & distribution costs of the newspaper. 
, We need your help! Unity& Struggle has taken on many responsibilities which 
we see as necessary. but which arc very costly. Forexample,,Unity & Struggle has 
the policy of free subscriptions to prisoners, who cannot afford subscriptions, as 
part of a correspondence program we've operated to serve the prison population . 
&: their families for years. This is very expensive, and we need your help-to sustain 
this kind o( activity. We have also mad.e..some important changes that will get 
subscriptions to.the people faster. 

A Unity cl Struggle sustainer is a person who supports Unity&: Struggle by 
donating SS each month to sustain the newspaper and to help the paper expand 
its features. We-are planning a section of our paper in Spanisli, and we need fl!nds 
to help make. this cxpamion. Sustainen will get a copy of all our publications 
ftec, will be put on our mailing lists. will get periodic newsletters about our 
organization's lino & activities. and will be notified about all of our programs. 
Comrades and friends who cannot,11.fford to be sustalnen can help sustainlhis ef
fort by making any donation they can afford, asofttn as they can afford! In fact, 
we have received donations and this had helped -Os get back on our feet. But we 
need much much more to publish this newspaper regularly. Contrlbudom will 
get copies of propaganda pieces we distribute free, will be put on our mailing lists, 
will get periodic newsletters about our organization's line & activ_itics, an~ "!,ill be 
notified about all our programs. Everyone can help by supporting the different 
(undraising programs we will -,sponsor to suppo~ t_hc newspaper: atte~d 
programs, sell a bundle of newspapers in your organization or study group. dis
tribute raffles iii support of the paper •. etc. 

There are many features that will unfold in Unity&: Struggle in the near future. 
Support Unity &: Struggle, ·watch for its (Jevelopment, and let us hear 

from you. u soon as posaible. Donation, should be aem to: P.O. Box 1181, 
Newark, N.J. 07101, made payable to Unity & Struggle. Thank you for your sup
pont 
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